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INTRODUCTION

This document is an end-of-contract report, prepared by Hydro Geo Chem for
l.x)s Alamos National Laboratory under contract number 9-XDD-6329F-1. The

ultimate goal of this work is to characterize historical infiltration and unsaturated flow
in the Yucca Mountain area of the Nevada Test Site. Work on this contract has

focused on using chloride, bromide, stable chlorine isotopes, and chlorine-36
distributions to evaluate the depth of infiltration in the unsaturated zone. Effort in
support of this work has included developing analytical procedures, exploring ways in
which to separate themeteoric component from the rock component, and meeting
quality assurance requirements.

SUMMARY OF WORK PERFORMED

Samples analyzed during the course of this contract were collected from the
UZN-43 borehole, in the interval from 6 to 41 feet below land surface, and from the

UZ-1 borehole, from a depth of 97 feet to 1270 feet. Samples were also collected
from various locations within the U12G Tunnel. The Tunnel is a horizontal shaft in

the side of Rainier Mesa, with approximately 1300 feet of overburden. Additional
samples were collected from Trench 14 to help identify the origin of the carbonate
veins.

The scope of work proposed in the original Request for Proposal included
laboratory measurement of chloride from soil and rock samples to help determine
solute transport by water, stable chlorine isotope analyses of chloride leached from soil

and rock samples to distinguish chloride of meteoric origin from chloride originating
from other sources, and chlorine-36 analyses to investigate the rate and mechanism of
chloride and water transport. Also included in the scope of work were field surveys
and data collection at Yucca Mountain and the surrounding vicinity to identify areas
of infiltration, hydrologic evaluation to guide field surveys and sampling, and

interpretation of data in terms of solute transport in the vadose zone.

Progress on this contract has been sporadic although most of the tasks listed in
the original scope of work have been addressed. For whatever reasons, funding has
not been continuous; at times, as much as nine months have passed between

completion of one fiscal year and availability of the following year's money. As a
result, work on the contract has tended to proceed in spurts and consequently, less has
been accomplished than originally anticipated. In addition, access to the Yucca
Mountain site or to samples from the site has been limited.



As might be expected, the direction of the project has changed several times
as new information has become available. While this has provided us with valuable

insight in terms of defining future scope and direction of the project, it has slowed
progress. For example, it was originally believed that total chloride was the parameter

of interest in estimating infiltration. As a result, time, energy, and money were
devoted to the task of designing a rock melting apparatus to determine total chloride
content. Later, it was discovered that soluble chloride and bromide were more

appropriate indicators of infiltration and a step-leaching procedure was designed to
gather this information.

Initially work on this contract focused on the UZ-1 borehole samples. Then,
considerable time, at LANL's direction, was put into exploring the chlorine-36
distribution in the U12G Tunnel. When Apache Leap samples were anticipated, it

was thought that the focus of the project would shift to those samples which
presumably were not contaminated during the drilling process. However, subsequent
evaluation indicated that the Apache Leap site was far too wet for its samples to be
useful as substitutes for the Yucca Mountain samples.

SCOPE OF WORK REVIEWED

The nine tasks addressed in the original scope of work are listed below with
accompanying discussion regarding how they have been addressed in the work
performed.

Task 1 Review of available geologic and hydrogeologic information concerning
Yucca Mountain and vicinity.

This task has been partially addressed, during both the previous contract
and th_ early stages of this contract. However, additional work

involving a more extensive review and compilation of geologic and
hydrogeologic information would be useful.

Task 2 Review and preparation of report on all available information on
chloride and chlorine-36 measurements performed to date on soil and
rock samples at the Yucca Mountain site.

Much of the previous chloride and chlorine-36 measurements performed
on soil and rock samples from Yucca Mountain were done by Hydro
Geo Chem. Those data were formally presented in the final report

prepared by Hydro Geo Chem for LANL under contract 9-X14-J7419-1.
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Task 3 Planning of experiments and development of procedures for the
exploratory shaft project.

All of the experimental and developmental work that has been
performed on this contract is for the express purpose of evaluating
infiltration in the unsaturated zone. As such, it is applicable to all
samples whether collected from a trench, a deep borehole, or the
exploratory shaft. However, specific procedures outlining the details for
collecting samples in the exploratory shaft have not been prepared. It
is not possible to define such procedures until additional information

regarding the specifics of the exploratory shaft is made available.

Task 4 Analyses of chloride from core material to measure the distribution of
chloride with sample depth.

The distribution with depth of chloride and bromide in both the UZ-1
and the UZN-43 boreholes have been determined using cuttings from
those boreholes.

Task 5 Analyses of stable chlorine isotopes in soil and rock to distinguish
chloride of meteoric origin from chloride of other potential origins.

The ratio of chloride to bromide (CI/Br) has been evaluated as a tool
to distinguish the meteoric component of chloride from the rock

component. The C1/Br ratio was chosen over the stable chlorine
isotope ratio because it a less time-consuming and more cost-effective
approach. It has proven itself to be useful in this endeavor; however,

additional work is needed to refine the procedure. Work has begun
comparing the effectiveness and sensitivity of the two approaches.

Task 6 Analyses of chlorine-36 to determine age of chloride at Yucca Mountain
and to investigate the rate of moisture and chloride transport.

Chlorine-36 has been analyzed at several depths throughout the UZ-1
borehole. Qualitative results indicate meteoric chloride in the shallow

soil environment and chlorine-36 in the deeper profile approaching
cosmogenic levels. However, isolated occurrences of chlorine-36 bomb-

pulse at depth indicate a relatively rapid transport mechanism
connecting the shallow soil environment with the deep profile.



Task 7 Field survey of Yucca Mountain and vicinity to identify areas of
infiltration.

It has not been possible to conduct a field survey of Yucca Mountain
and vicinity, due to a history of denied access to the Nevada Test Site.

Task 8 Hydrologic interpretation of the data in terms of flow and solute
transport.

Due to the intermittent progress on this project and the amount of time
devoted to developing procedures, insufficient data have been collected
to support a quantitative interpretation of flow and solute transport.
However, a brief and on-going qualitative interpretation of flow and
solute transport has been possible based on the depth of infiltration of
the chlorine-36 bomb-pulse.

Task 9 Formal reporting of information to LANL.

Copies of several reports prepared during this contract have been
included in Appendix A as part of this document. These reports
document analytical results and provide suggestions for future work.
They are listed below with a brief abstract summarizing their content.

Letter report, Spetember 29, 1988: This letter report summarized work

performed during fiscal year 1988. The Dionex Ion Chromatography
System was purchased and set up for routine chloride analysis.
Additional design, construction, and installation work was performed on
the induction furnace. UZ-1 and UZN-43 samples were leached and

analyzed to establish the depth profile of leachable chloride. In
addition, work with the shatterbox was begun in order to look at the

effects of particle size on leachable chloride.

Letter report, July 31, 1989: This letter report summarized work
performed during the first ten months of fiscal year 1989. Information
included in this report is also included in the following formal report.

Formal report, April 2, 1990: This formal report summarized work
performed during fiscal year 1989. Developmental work included
devising a technique to analyze chloride and bromide simultaneously

using ion chromatography and creating the step-leaching procedure to



identify the rock component of leachable halides. Analytical work
included determining chloride and bromide profiles for the UZ-1
borehole, estimating the CI/Br ratio for both meteoric and rock end

members, estimating the cosmogenic 36C1/C1ratio, correcting chloride
content to reflect only the meteoric input, evaluating the significance of
grain-size on leachable halides, and looking at chloride, bromide, and
chlorine-36 distributions in the U12G Tunnel and Trench 14.

Letter report, October 9, 1990: This letter summarized work performed
during fiscal year 1990. The chlorine-36 sample preparation procedure
was modified to improve yields. Modifications include use of a

centrifuge to separate the AgCI precipitate from the aqueous phase and
acidification to reprecipitate the AgCI. Borehole samples were collected
from Apache Leap, although the increased moisture in the profile makes

their use questionable. A complete sample inventory was conducted,
including samples from both Yucca Mountain and Apache Leap. A
preliminary draft, quality assurance document was prepared outlining
sample collection, technical, and analytical procedures.

Letter report, January 15, 1991: This letter accompanied the invoice for
October through December of 1990. Several UZ-1 borehole samples

were analyzed for stable chlorine isotopes with results showing a good
correlation with the C1/Br ratio. Initial developmental work with the

column leaching set-up indicated it to be a favorable approach for large-
volume leaching although additional work is suggested.

Prior to 1988, work on the project was sporadic and was focused

primarily on defining analytical requirements and obtaining the
necessary equipment. For these reasons, sufficient data were not
obtained during that period of time to warrant a formal report.
Selected letters that were written throughout the contract to accompany
monthly invoices have been included in Appendix A to the extent that

they provide a brief summary of ongoing work. One publication has
been produced based on the work performed under this contract. That
paper, with Edward Norris as principal author, is included in Appendix
B of this document.

A complete sample inventory, listing samples from both Yucca
Mountain and Apache Leap, has been included in Appendix C.
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I NTRODUCTI ON

This document is an annual report, prepared by Hydro Geo Chem for Los

Alamos National Laboratoryunder contractnumber g-XDD-632gF-I. The ultimate

goal of this work is to characterizehistoricalinfiltrationand unsaturatedflow

in the Yucca Mountainarea of the NevadaTest Site. Figure ! shows the location

of Yucca Mountain at the Nevada Test Site. Currentwork focuseson the use of

chloride,bromide,and chlorine-36distributionsto evaluatethe depth to which

percolation of these conservativesolutes,presumablyeffectiveenvironmental

tracers of infiltratingwater, has occurredin the unsaturatedzone.

Yucca Mountain is currentlyunder considerationas a permanentrepository

for disposal of nuclearwastes. The area is underlainby a thick sequence of

ash-flowand bedded tuffs,ranging in thicknessfrom 1800 to 3050 meters. Tuff

is a complex rock type that can potentially show substantial variation in

chemical composition, mineralogy, and texture. Samples collected from an

exploratoryboreholeat Yucca Mountain,however,showed only limitedvariations

in chemical composition(Watersand Carroll, 1981).

The proposed repositorywould be locatedat a depth of about 1000 feet

below land surface in the Topopah SpringMember of the PaintbrushTuff. The

Topopah Spring Member, approximately1200 feet thick, is subdivided into 24

lithologic intervals. It ranges from slightlywelded at its base to densely

welded in the interior,and then to nonweldedat the top of the Member (Waters

and Carroll, 1981). Depth to water is approximately1600 feet in the vicinity

of Yucca Mountain (Norris,1989).

Hydro Geo Ch_
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Figure I. Location Map showing Yucca Mountain at the Nevada Test Site
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Samples for the presentanalyseswere collectedfrom the UZN-43 borehole,

in the intervalfrom 6 to 41 feetbelow land surface,and from the UZ-! borehole,

from a depth of 97 feet to 1270 feet. Sampleswere also collectedfrom various

locationswithin the UI2G tunnel. The tunnel is a horizontalshaft in the side

of RainierMesa, with approximately1300feet of overburden. Additionalsamples

were collectedfrom Trench14 to help identifythe originof the carbonateveins.

Figure 2, a map of the Nevada Test Site, shows the location of the sampling

sites.

All of the analytical work presented in this report was done prior to

October,1989. Somerepeatchlorideand bromideanalyseswere performedfor UZ-I

and UZN-43 samplesduring August. However, these results are not included in

this report because they did not meet our QA guidelines.

Hydro Geo Ch_
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BACKGROUND

Chloride as an Environmental Tracer

The complexitiesand uncertaintiesinherentin measuringwater and solute

transport in unsaturated,fracturedrock are significant(Montazerand Wilson,

1984). Some of these problemscan be side-steppedby using the distributionof

environmental tracers to reconstruct patterns of infiltration and solute

movement.

Chlorine is the idealenvironmentaltracerfor this purposebecauseof its

simplegeochemistry. In nature,it occurssolelyas the chlorideion,due to its

high oxidationpotential. Solubilitycontrolsare absent in fresh waters and

vapor phase transport does not occur within normal temperature ranges. In

addition, chloride is one of the least likely of all ions to sorb on natural

surfaces,becauseof its negativechargeand small ionic radius. Consequently,

infiltratingwater effectivelyleacheschloridefrom soils and other subsurface

materials. Shallow groundwatersystemsthereforetend to be relativelydilute

with respect to chloride. In deeper groundwater systems, chloride can be

enriched due to such subsurface sources as fluid inclusions,microfracLures,

minerals containingchloride,and the admixtureof water from saline aquifers.

Atmosphericchloride originatespredominantlyas sea salt. Circulating

weather patterns redistributeatmosphericchloride so that its concentration

decreases exponentiallywith distance from the ocean. Atmospheric chloride

enters the lithosphere through precipitationand dry fallout after a mean

Hydro Geo Chem
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residencetime in the atmosphereof about one week (Jungeand Gustafson,1957).

The movement of chloride in the unsaturated zone is a function of

antecedentmoistureconditions, matrix characteristics,averagewatervelocity,

and the existenceof preferentialflow paths. Numerous studies, both at the

laboratoryand field scale, have shown that chloridemoves either at the same

rate as the average water velocity, or faster,due to the phenomenonof ion

exclusion. A list of these studiesis includedin the 1985Hydro Geo Chem annual

reportto Los Alamos. None of these studiesexaminedthe fateof chlorideduring

vapor phase transportof water.

The distributionof chloridein the subsurfacecan provideinsightintothe

movement of moisture and solutes in the unsaturatedzone. For example, the

distributionof chlorideboth in and in the vicinityof a fracturecan be used

to determinewhetherchlorideor water have moved into the bulk rock matrix and

whether chloride is being deposited as water movement changes from liquid to

vapor phase.

Chlorine-36as an EnvironmentalTracer

Chlorine-36 (3'CI) is a radioactive isotope with a half-life of

approximately301,000years. It is producedin the atmosphereby both spaliation

and neutron activation,and it enters the lithospherein much the same way as

stable chloride. Distributionis a functionof both latitudeand distancefrom

coastal areas (Bentleyet al., 1985).

Hydro Geo Chem
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Subsurfaceproductionof 3'CIis by neutron activationof 3'CI. The major

sourceof neutronsat depth is the a-n reactionsdue to the decay of uraniumand

thoriumseries elements. With time, a secularequilibriumwill be established

betweenthe decay of _'Cland its subsurfaceproduction. The secularequilibrium

_6Cl/Clratio for most rocks is on the order of 10"",varyingwith altitude and

the chemical compositionof the rock (Bentleyet al., 1985).

Various authors(Bentleyut al., 1982, 1985; Phillipset al., 1984; Hydro

Geo Chem, 1985) have studiedthe feasibilityof usi_kg_°Clto study infiltration

and fluid transportin the unsaturatedzone. These studieshave suggestedthat

the movement of 3'Clin the subsurfacecorrespondsto that of stablechloride.

Atmospherictestingof nuclearweapons in the late 1950'sand early 1960's

releaseda pulse of 36CIthat is approximatelythree orders of magnitudehigher

than pre-bomb meteoric concentrations. Measurements taken from two trench

samples earlier in this project suggested a pre-bomb,meteoric-origin"Cl/Cl

ratio of 500xI0''sto 600xI0''s(Gifford,1987; Norris et al., 1987). This ratio

is consistentwith ratios predictedby Bentleyet al. (1985). The bomb pulse,

measured in terms of 3'Clconcentrationsand "Cl/Cl ratios, shows a clearly

defineddownwardmovementof WCl such that the depth to which meteoricwater has

infiltratedwithin the past thirty years can be identified.

Both the ratio of _6CIto stable chloride and 36CIconcentration are

valuable parameters in terms of hydrologic tracing. _'Clconcentrationswill

increasedue to evaporation,transpirationor losses of water from the system.

The effects of rainfall distribution and variable infiltration on the

Hydro Geo Chem
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concentrations of both chloride and '_Cl in the subsurface can also be

significant. On the other hand, sincethere is no measured fractionationof 36CI

in the subsurface, the isotopic ratio should remain constant, d_spite these

influences. Both dilutionof meteoricchloride by rock-originchlorideand _'Cl

decay will reduce the isotopicratio (Bentleyet al., 1.985).

In order to accurately infer infiltrationand percolationhistory from

chloride and _6Cldistributions,it is necessaryto identify both the meteoric

and the rock componentof chloride in the subsurface.

Use of Bromideto DetermineMeteoricand Rock End Members

Bromine is another excellentcandidate for an environmentaltracer. A

minor element in both the lithosphereand hydrosphere,its geochemicalbehavior

is very similarto that of chlorine. Bromine is biophilicin nature so that it

tends to be enriched in organic-rich soils and sediments. However,

bioconcentrationof bromineis not expectedto be significantin arid areas such

as Yucca Mountain. Bromine exists almost exclusively as the bromide ion in

naturalwaters,althoughtracescan be found indissolvedorganiccompounds. The

chloride to bromideratio (Cl/Br)in salts of meteoric origin is reputedto be

near constant at 120 to 130, as determined for the arid regions of southern

Arizona (Davis, 1989). Variousother authors have suggesteda range of Cl/Br

ratios from 14 to 330 (Whittemore,1988).

Under the assumptionof a constantCl/Br ratio in rainfall,this ratio can

be used as a chemicalsignaturewith which to identifydifferentwaters and their

Hydro Geo Chem
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sources. In the subsurface,the CI/Br ratio of fresh,meteoric water reflects

the relationshipof these halidesin local precipitation.The Cl/Br ratioof the

rock matrix may be distinctly different. Thus, bromide concentrationscan

theoreticallybe used in conjunctionwith chloride to identify water that is

solelymeteoricin originversuspure rock leachate. With identificationof end

members, mass balanceestimatescan be used to determinethe meteoric and rock

componentof leachablehal'idesin sampleswith an intermediateCl/Br ratio.

Ultimately, analysis of bromide concentrationsin the unsaturatedzone

shouldaid in the quantificationof subsurfacechloridethat is originatingfrom

the rock. This informationwill then allow correctionsto be made in 3'Cl/Cl

data so that the percolationhistorycan be more accuratelyreconstructed.

Hydro Geo Chem
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EXPERIMENTALPROCEDURES

If the meteoric input of chloride is significant,leaching a sample of

undisturbedrock shouldyield primarilymeteorichalides. However,the drilling

and sampling processcrushes the rock to some degree, breaking open crystals,

inclusions, and micro fractures within the rock. When this sample is

subsequentlyleached,its halidecompositionreflectsthe inputof meteoricsalts

superimposedon somepartialcomponentof rock halidethat is releaseddue to the

degree of pulverization. Each sample could thereforepotentiallyrepresent a

unique mixture of meteoric and rock component halides. Since the meteoric

componentis of primaryinterest,itwould be very useful to ide,,tifythe halide

compositionof the rock component. With this information,leachablechloride

values can be correctedto reflectonly the meteoriccomponent. Once these two

end members are defined,mass balancecalculation'scan be used to determinethe

_Cl/Cl ratio in the mfteoriccomponent. Depth profilescan then be constructed

for both meteoric h_Iidesand meteoric_'Cl/Cl.

Step-wiseLeachingExperiment

Repeated crushing and leaching of a given sample should progressively

increase the rock componentof the leachablehalides. The step-wise leaching

experimentwas designed by Cheng and Norris, specificallyto characterizethe

halide ratio of the rock end member. The procedureinvolvesleaching,washing,

drying, and shatterbox crushing of rock samples. This sequence is repeated

severaltimes, with chloride,bromide,and 3'Clconcentrationsbeing measured at

each interval.

Hydro Geo Chem
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Effects of Sieving

Previousdata indicatethat the halide concentrationof rock samplesmay

vary significantlyfromone sampleto another,possiblydue in part to the effect

of variable size fractions (Cheng, 1989). To reduce this effect on halide

distribution, the samples were sieved into several size fractions prior to

leaching. The sieve sizes used were 35, 60, and 230 mesh. A depth profileof

halide distributionconstructedfrom sievedsamplesshouldprovide insightinto

the chloridedepositionalprocessesand,possibly,a more accurateinterpretation

of percolationin the past.

Shatterbox Experiment

The shatterboxexperimentwas designedto furtherexplorethe relationship

between grain size and leachable halides. A given sample is crushed in the

shatterboxfor a periodof time. An aliquotis removedand the remainingsample

is crushed for an additionalperiod of time. This process is repeateda number

of times, resulting i_ several sub-samples,each of which is crushed for a

progressivelylonger periodof time than the previous sub-sample.

This experimentcan also be used to estimate the halide rock component.

Longer crushingtime equateswith increasedleachablehalides so that the slope

of the best-fitlinethroughthe data pointswhich representsampleCl/Br ratios,

approaches the Cl/Br ratio of the rock end member. The advantage of this

approach over the step-wiseleaching experimentis that it is far more time

efficient.

Hydro Geo Chem
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Ana1yt tca1 Procedures

Chloride and bromideconcentrationsare determinedby Hydro Geo Chem using

ion chromatography. _hloride and bromideare detectedby conductivity;bromide

is also detectedopticallyto enhancedetection. Analysisfor 3'Clis by tandem

acceleratormass spectrometry(TAMS),accordingto proceduresdescribedby Elmore

et al. (]979). All TAMS 3'Clmeasurementsare performedat the NuclearStructure

Research Laboratoryat the Universityof Rochester. Analyticalproceduresare

outlined in Appendix A.

Hydro Geo Chem
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ANALYTICALRESULTS

Hal tde Analyses of Sieved Samples

Samples from UZ-I and UZN-43 were sieved and analyzed for chloride and

bromide. The analyticalresultsare presentedin Table I. Verticalprofilesfor

chloride and bromidein UZ-I are shown in Figures3 and 4, respectively. Repeat

analyses of the two shallowestUZN-43 samples indicatedthat the initialCl/Br

ratios may have been low due to error in procedJreor analyses. Because the

UZN-43 samples were collected relatively close to the ground surface, they

probably containa greatermeteoric componentthan do the UZ-I samples.

As discussed earlier, leachable halides were expected to increasewith

decreasing grain size, and sieving the samples would make this phenomenon

apparent. However, the data do not sup_,ortthis theory. In some cases,

leachable halides increasein the finer grained fraction;in other cases they

decrease,or show variablebehavior.

Estimationof Meteoric Halide Ratio

Data from the UZ-I and UZN-43 sieve analyseswere used to estimate the

halide ratio of the meteoric end member. Cl/Br ratios were plotted versus

chloride concentrationsfor UZ-I, producinga "semi-normal"distribution. This

plot is shown in Figure 5. The mode, fallingat approximately130, is viewed as

the most probablevalue for the meteoricend member. A Cl/Br ratio of 130 is in

Hydro Geo Chem
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ORIDE. BIZONIDE.ANDCHLORIDE/BRONIDERATIOS,,UZ-1 AMDUZN-43 .T,ARPLES

SAMPLEDEPTH_FT_I CHLORIDE,PPN IN ROCK BRONIDE,PPN IN KOCK CHLORIDE/BRONIDERATIO
FROH TO A B C D A B C D A B C D

UZN-43 6 7' 69.7 155. 134. 143. 2.78 13.5 13.7 17.5 25 11 10 8
10 11 58.6 157. 15.8 163. 5.58 2.7'9 14.8 7.29 11 56 1 22
15 16 45.9 87.8 89.1 76.5 O. 145 0.337 0.329 0.312 316 260 270 245
20 21 3.18 6.91 5.87 11.7 0.022 0.034 0.037 0.060 143 205 158 196
25 26 1.45 3.81 5.08 10.7 0.012 0.025 0.027 0.052 122 150 189 205
30 31 7.23 5.35 5.98 7.10 0.049 0.015 0.013 0.012 148 349 474 582
35 36 --- 7.89 6.66 7.68 --- 0.011 0.016 0.006 --- 745 411 1400
40 41 1.01 1.36 1.47 2.72 0.005 0.003 0.007 0.005 190 430 223 525

UT.M-43 REPEATS
6 7 99.4 289. 299. 377. 0.460 1.43 1.48 1.94 216 203 201 194.

10 11 11.8 --- 34.8 .... 0.051 --- 0.153 --- 231 --- 228 ---
3.5 36 9.03 ......... 0.025 ......... 369 .........

SARPLE.DEPTH(FT) CHLORIDE,PPN IN ROCK BRONIDE,PPN IN ROCK CHLORIDE,/BRqNID_PATIO
FRON TO A B C D A B C D A B C D

UZ-1 97 101 28.3 37.7 44.7 55.4 0.167 0.163 0.159 0.274 170 232 282 202
250 255 22.58 25.0 25.7 30.5 0.182 0.168 0.184 0.241 124 149 139 126
295 300 1.82 2.01 3.23 3.74 0.012 0.015 0.014 0.023 147 138 224 161
347 350 7.64 4.22 3.53 3.57 0.052 0.034 0.023 0.025 148 124 152 143
495 500 5.23 5.37 5.11 6.91 0.025 0.019 0.025 0.021 210 279 208 337
500 502 8.67 10.0 10.3 7.30 0.017 0.024 0.023 0.037 499 412 453 196
595 599. 7.97 7.40 7.94 9.15 0.054 0.048 0.057 0.058 147 153 138 157
715 720 0.96 0.95 1.20 1.28 0.010 0.014 0.011 0.009 94 71 112 142
830 835 1.96 2.18 1.86 2.40 0.007 0.009 0.006 0.010 271 244 327 238
845 850 4.96 2.32 1.82 2.01 0.014 0.013 0.014 0.012 352 181 132 162
920 925 2.12 2.22 2.39 2.68 0.025 0.022 0.020 0.021 84 100 121 129
945 950 2.85 2.52 2.04 3.18 0.020 0.010 0.011 0.035 146 249 181 90
970 975 3.45 2.61 3.33 3.86 0.019 0.019 0.012 0.012 178 141 269 321

1020 1025 1.15 2.28 2.29 2.94 0.009 0.015 0.015 0.023 126 157 155 129
1047 1050 2.32 4.33 2.52 3.34 0.010 0.014 0.011 0.014 236 320 231 238
1070 1075 2.31 1.72 2.31 3.39 0.010 0.013 0.012 0.011 228 131 191 311
1147 1150 4.46 5.15 4.17 6.66 0.022 0.015 0.012 0.021 198 344 340 322
1170 1175 3.76 3.68 2.88 6.66 0.014 0.015 0.016 0.015 259 245 186 450
1195 1200 2.59 2.87 2.27 2.97 0.017 0.017 0.016 0.024 150 171 138 126
1220 1225 3.18 3.88 3.70 5.43 0.017 0.013 0.016 0.046 191 304 237' 118
1245 1250 4.17 3.90 3.76 3.65 0.018 0.021 0.015 0.012 228 190 248 302
1258 1260 6.88 10.5 11.7 13.8 0.043 0,076 0.067 0.087 160 138 174 158
1267 1268 1.95 3.81 4.43 13.3 0.008 0.015 0.014 0.027 248 258 310 483
1268 1270 2.94 3.82 3.99 4.93 0.015 0.015 0.024 0.031 197 252 168 160

A = >35 B = 35-60 C = 60-230 D = <230

I II I
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FIGURE .3. VERTICAL CHLORIDE PROFILE FOR UZ-1 SAMPLES
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FIGURE 4. VERTICAL BROMIDE PROFILE FOR UZ-1 SAMPLES
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FIGURE 5. CHLORIDE/BROMIDE RATIO VERSUS CHLORIDE CONCENTRATION
FOR UZ-1 SAMPLES
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excellentagreementwith Cl/Br ratios reported in the literature,particularly

determinedfor precipitationin the TucsonBasin (Davis,1989). Figures6(a)and

6(b) plot the chlorideversusbromideconcentrationsfor the UZ-I samples. Also

includedon the plots are lines of Cl/Br ratio equal to 130:1 for the meteoric

end member, and 500:] for the rock end member,which will be discussed next.

Step-wiseLeaching Experiment

Several samplesfrom UZ-I have been analyzedaccordingto the procedures

for the step-wiseleachingexperiment. Resultsare presented in Table 2.

Sample 250-255has been analyzedmost extensively. The resultsfrom two

separateexperimentsare very similar. In both cases, the final value for Cl/Br

ratio i_ approximately490. This ratio may representthe rock end member. If

so, then the patternof leachingsuggestsa mixing of halide sourcesup to and

includingstep D of the experiment.

ShatterboxExperiment

ThreeUZ-I sampleshave beenanalyzedin the shatterboxexperiment(97-101,

250-255, 295-300). These resultsare shown in Table 3.

Figure 7 is a plot of chlorideversus bromidefor the three UZ-I samples.

The slopes of the three lines representthe ratio of leachable halides in the

samples. The Cl/Br ratio for sample UZ-I 295-300 is approximately470, which

means it may representthe rock end member. The other two samples have halide

Hydro Geo Chem
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FIGURE 6o. BROMIDE VERSUS CHLORIDE FOR UZ-1 SAMPLES
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FIGURE 6b. BROMIDE VERSUS CHLORIDE FOR UZ-1 SAMPLES
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FIGURE 7. SHATTERBOX EXPERIMENTS FOR UZ-1 SAMPLES
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TABLE2. RESULTSOF STEP-WISELEACHINGEXP£RINENT,UZ'I .T_QqPLES

SAMPL_DEPTH(FT} PPMIN SOLUTION WATER SAMPLE PPM IN ROCK CL-36/CL
FROM T.O EXT.** CL BR VOLUME MEIQHT CL BR ,, ,CL/BR , 1E'!5

(ML) (GM)
500 502 (3) .................... 1885

1220 1225 (33 0.997 0.003 50 25.42 1.96 0.006 322 ---
1195 1200 (3) 1.04 0.003 50 25.37 2.06 0.005 418 340
1020 1025 (3) 0.935 0.001 50 25.09 1.86 0.002 850 159
250 255 2 MIN. 8.56 0.032 20 10.21 16.8 0.062 270 ---

B(STEP) 2.46 * 20 10.28 4,79 ...... 91
C(STEP) 9.08 * 20 10.11 18.0 .........
D(STEP) 2.44 0.009 20 10.02 4.86 0.018 271 36
E(STEP) 4.65 0.010 20 10.02 9.28 0.019 489 25

250 255 A(STEP) 10.9 0.041 50 10.01 54.4 0.202 269 193
8(STEP) 0.740 * 50 10.03 3.69 ...... 91
C(STEP) 2.38 * 50 10.03 11.9 .........
D(STEP) 1.20 0.005 50 10.04 5.98 0.027 222 36
E(STEP) 1.90 0.004 50 10.12 9.39 0.019 487 25

• : CONTAMINATEDBY HIGHNO3" , COULDNOTBE ANALYZED
• *: SAMPLELEACHING/CRUSHINGSTEPSAREDESCRIBEDBELOW:

(3) : SAMPLEWAS LEACHED,DRIED, CRUSHEDFOR 3 MINUTES, AND
LEACHEDFORHALIDEANALYSIS

2 MIN. : ORIGINALSAMPLEWASCRUSHEDFOR2 MINUTESBEFORELEACHING.

A(STEP): ORIGINALSAMPLEWASLEACHED,MASHEDeDRIED, CRUSHEDFOR5
MINUTES,ANDLEACHEDFORHALIDEANALYSIS.

B(STEP): SAMPLEA(STEP) WASMASHED,DRIED, CRUSHEDFOR5 MINUTES,AND
LEACHEDFORHALIDEANALYSIS.

C(STEP): SAMPLEA(STEP) WASMASHED,DRIED, CRUSHEDFOR10 MINUTES,
ANDLEACHEDFORHALIDEANALYSIS.

D(STEP): SAMPLEB(STEP) WASWASHED,DRIED, CRUSHEDFOR5 MINUTES,AND
LEACHEDFORHALIDEANALYSIS.

E(STEP): SAMPLED(STEP) WASMASHED,DRIED, CRUSHEDFOR5 MINUTES,AND
LEACHEDFORHALIDEANALYSIS.

ratios between 245 and 270, indicatinga composite sourceof halides for these

samples,assumingthe rock Cl/Br ratio is about 500.

Sample97-I01 is anomalousbecauseits concentrationof leachablehalides

decreased with increased crushing. This may be due to its extremely high

moisture contentand the fact that the sample formed a dense, clayey cake upon

crushing in the shatterbox,presumablyrenderingit less leachable.

Hydro Geo Chem
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TABLE3. RESULTSOF SHATTERBOXEXPERIMENT,UZ-1 SAMPLES

SAMPLEDEPTH(FT) TIME PPMIN SO,L,UTI_ON WATER ,$_,pLE pP,M,,,,,IN ROC,K
FROMTO (MINUTES)............CI_ BE VOLUM_ WEIGHT CLr BR CL/BR

(ML) (GM)

250 255 0 8.16 0.045 50 10.89 37.5 0.204 184
2 9.85 0.053 50 10.01 49.2 0.263 187
5 13.7 0.0_ 50 10.02 68.4 0.321 213
8 14.6 0.067 50 10.03 72.8 0.332 220

11 17.0 0.080 50 10.05 84.8 0.397 214
15 23.4 --- 50 10.05 117. - .....
20 34.2 --- 50 10.04 170. - .....
25 ...... 50 10.01 .........

97 101 0 !2.6 0.046 50 10.07 62.7 0.227 277
2 10.8 0.043 50 10.08 53,7 0.211 255
5 11.0 0.040 50 10.11 54.5 0.197 277
8 10.7 0.038 50 !0.01 53.5 0.189 283

11 10.7 0.038 50 10.01 53.5 0.188 285
15 10.1 0.033 50 10.02 50.6 0.162 312
20 10.1 --- 50 10.10 49.9 ......
25 9.16 0.032 50 10.08 45.4 0.160 284

295 300 0 0.274 0,003 50 10.40 1.32 0.015 88
2 0.451 0.004 50 10.01 2.25 0.018 125
5 0.741 0.004 50 10.13 3.66 0.021 176
8 1.24 0.005 50 10.01 6,18 0.027 234

11 1.77 0.007 50 10.01 8.82 0.034 263
15 2.53 0.009 50 10.04 12.6 0.045 281
20 ...... 50 10.04 ..........
25 3.95 0.011 50 10.01 19.7 0.054 3(>2

I II I II

Correction for Meteoric Chlortde

Meteoric and rock end member Cl/Br ratios can be used to determine the

component of meteoric chloride in each sample. The derivation of this

calculation is given in Appendix B. Table 4 lists the weighted averages of

chlorideand bromideconcentrationsfor the sieved samplespresentedin Table I,

in addition to the calculatedconcentrationof meteoric chloride.

ChlorIne-36 Analyses

Seven UZ-] and three UZN-43sampleswere analyzedfor 3'Cl,in additionto

a blank. The analyticalresults,shown in Table 5, indicatethat UZ-I samples

97-101 and 500-502may containbomb-pulse3'Cl.
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TABLE4. METEORICCHLORIDE_HT, UZ-I ANDUZM-43 S,i,MPLES

SAMPLEDEPTHq[FT) CHLORIDE BROMIDE CL/BR RATIO METEORICCHLORIDE PERCENTMETEORIC
FROM TO PPH IN ROCK PPMIN ROCK COMPONENT COMPONENT

UZN-43 6 7 111. 9.55 12 ......
10 11 81.1 8.10 10 ......
15 16 74.9 0.281 266 23.1 30.8
20 21 4.38 0.025 175 2.86 65.3
25 26 5.25 0.029 181 3.25 61.9
30 31 6.42 0.022 290 1.64 25.5
35 36 7.34 0.011 668 ......
40 41 1.47 0.005 295 0.36 24.4

SAMPLEDEPTH(FT_ CHLORIDE BROMIDE CL/BR RATIO METEORICCHLORIDE PERCENTMETEORIC
FROM TO PPN IN ROCK Pl:>lq!N ROCK CONP(NIENT coIqPONENT

UZ-1 97 101 38.8 0.071 223 16.9 43,5
250 255 24.9 0.184 136 23.5 94.4
295 300 2.70 0.016 169 2.32 85,9
347 350 4.76 0.034 142 4.24 89.1
495 500 5.59 0.023 248 2.00 35.8
500 502 9.43 0.021 440 0•66 4.9
595 599 8.12 0.054 150 6.68 82.3
715 720 1.07 0.011 94 ......
830 835 2.10 0.008 262 0.67 31,8
845 850 2.82 0,013 212 1.35 47.8
920 925 2.34 0.022 106 ......
945 950 2.65 0.019 160 2.41 90.8
970 975 3.31 0,016 213 1.16 47.2

1020 1025 1.97 0.014 145 1.70 86.1
1047 1050 3.23 0.012 260 1.05 32.4
1070 1075 2.45 0,011 213 1.16 47.2
1147 1150 4,84 0,017 287 1.27 26.2
1170 1175 4.24 0.015 283 1.14 26.9
1195 1200 2.70 0,017 157 2.08 TT.O
1220 1225 3.97 0,022 183 2.43 61.1
1245 1250 3.87 0.016 235 1.54 39.8
1258 1260 9.95 0.064 157 7.67 77.0
1267 1268 5.05 0,015 341 0.90 17.8
1268 1270 3.80 0.020 189 2.20 57.8
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TABLE 5. CHLORINE-36 RESULTS, UZ-I NdO UZN-43 SAMPLES
(REPORTED AS ATOMIC RATIO OF CL-36/TOTAL CHLORIDE)

SAMPLE DEPTH (FT) - r..... re,_6/TOTAL CL
FROM TO 1_-1,,_ , +/,,,

UZ-1 97 101 11400 360
17'0 175 * 2498 198
250 255 436 25
395 400 * 390 48
495 500 403 42
500 502 20/,6 105

1020 1025 245 38
1195 1200 454 61
1220 1225 102 11

UZN-43 6 7' 759 59
10 11 526 38
15 16 47'0 25

• these vatues were determined in 1985
ml IIIIIII IIII I I I III -- -

Step-wise Leaching for Chlorine-36

The UZ-I 250-255 sample has been processed accordingto the step-wise

leaching proceduresand analyzedfor "Cl. Resultsare given in Table 6.

The sample representingthe E step in Table 6 containsa very low '_Cl/Cl

ratio (25xi0"")and a high Cl/Br ratio (487). These data are consistentwith

representinga rock end member. As mentionedearlier,the local pre-bomb"Cl/Cl

ratio is about 500x]O". Based on thisestimateand the resultsfrom sample250-

255 E step, the "Cl/Cl ratio of meteoricand rock end members is tentativelyset

at 500xi0" and 25xi0", respectively. The estimatedCl/Br ratios of the end

members is 130 for the meteoriccomponentand 500 for the rock component.

The analyticalresults for sample 250-255are plotted in Figure 8, along

with the theoreticalmixingcurve. The Cl/Br ratio for boththe D and E step are

averagevalues, since the entire step-wiseleachingexperimentwas run twice.
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TABLE 6. CHLORINE-36 RESULTS OF STEP-WISE LEACHING EXPERIMENT, UZ-1 SAMPLES
(REPORTED AS ATOMIC RATIO OF CL-2iB,'TOTAL CHLORIDE)

SAMPLE D_PTH (FT) EXT** ....._L'_._

uz-1 5oo 5o2 (3) 188s 150
1020 1025 (3) 159 12
119S 1200 (3) 340 15

UZ-1 250 255 A(STEP) 193 7
250 255 B(STEP) 91 4
250 255 D(STEP) ]6 11
250 255 E(STEP) 25 S I!

**: SANPLE LEACHING/CRUSHING STEPS ARE DESCRIBED BELOW:

(3) : ORIGINAL SAHPLE WAS LEACHED, DRIED, CRUSHEOFOR 3 MINUTES,
AND LEACHED FOR HALIDE ANALYSIS

A(STEP) : ORIGINAL SAMPLE WAS LEACHED, UASHED, DRIED, CRUSHED FOR S
MINUTES, AND LEACHED FOR HALIDE ANALYSIS.

8(STEP) : SAMPLEA(STEP) WASWASHED, DRIED, CRUSHEDFOR S HIHUTES, AND
LEACHED FOR HALIDE ANALYSIS.

D(STEP) : SAMPLE8(STEP) WAS WASHEDeDRIED, CRUSHEDFOR S MINUTES, AND
LEACHED FOR HALIDE ANALYSIS.

E(STEP) : SAMPLED(STEP) WASWASHED,DRIED, CRUSHEDFOR § MINUTES, AND
LEACHED FOR HALIDE ANALYSIS.

II I I tl I HI _ I.III I I II,IH Ilill I

With the exception of the D step sample, the data follow the theoretical curve.

Three additional UZ-I samples (500-502, 1020-1025, 1195-1200) were analyzed

for _Cl after a 3 minute crushing and leaching step. The"Cl/Cl ratios of these

samples decreased in value as a result of the additional crushing and leaching.

The Cl/Br ratio of these same samples increased, although this trend should be

viewed qualitatively rather than quantitatively, in light of the potential

analytical error associated with measuring low bromide concentrations.

Chlorine-36 in the U12G Tunnel

Two samples from the UI2G tunnel that were analyzed early in the year,

showed both high and Iow"Cl/Cl ratios. In order to increase the data base and
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FIGURE 8. STEP-WISE LEACHING EXPERIMENTS FOR UZ-1 SAMPLE 250-255
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address the uncertainty as to the source of the elevated _Cl content, six

additional samples were collected from various locations in the tunnel

(Norris,198g) and analyzed for "Cl. The analytical results are included in

Table 7. Figure 9 shows the locationof these samples.

TABLE7. CIILGIINE-36 RESULTS,U|2G TUI_L
(REPORTEDAS ATOMICRATIOOF CL-36/TOTAL CHLORIDE)

SAMPLE i. i , CL-}6/TOT/,L CL I

1E-15 ./-

AC-1 RUNS16 &17 412 18
AC-2 RUNS19 & 20 306 22
AC-2 RUNS38-40 845 76
OH-1 RUNS5 & 6 1539 101
I)H-1 RUNS7-9 1964 75
DH-2 RUNS7 & 8 1709 70

NBS SRM#919NACL I 5

AC-1 RUN1 1243 87*
AC-1 RUNS2-3 30_Jo 360*
U12G-TH-D1 (DUSTSAMPLE) 20/,5 1/,8

NBSSRN#919NACL 46 6

*THESE SAMPLESCONTAINEDHIGHSULFURCONTENTAND
COULDREPRESENTLOWERLIMITS ON THE_CL/CL RATIOS

................................. iN I HIUI

One possiblesourceof the elevated"CI/CI ratios is contaminationof the

rock samples by dust occurring in the tunnel (Fabryka-Martin, 1989). To address

this possibility,threedust sampleswere collectedfromthe tunnelfor analysis

of '_Cl.

Resultson the "CI analysesfor the dust samplesindicatedthat there was

insufficientsamplevolume for analysisin all but one of the samples,despite

additionof a carrier. The one samplethat was analyzedwas collectedfrom the

ExperimentDrift and showedan elevated"Cl/Cl ratio of 2045xI0''_.Resultsare

given in Table 7.
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Trench 14 Samples

Ten samples were collected from Trench 14 and analyzed for chloride and

bromide. The purpose behind this investigation is to determine the origin of

carbonate veins in the trench. A high Cl/Br ratio should indicate a hydrothermal

origin, whereas a low C1/Br ratio would suggest an eolian origin. Table 8 shows

the results of these analyses.
I

I_ II Iml I

TABLE 8. CHLORIDE, 6iL'OHIOE, AHD CHLORIt)E/II_IOE RATIO, TRIEHCH14, SALVE

SAMPLE PPN IN SOLUTION WATER SAMPLE PPN IN ROCK
CL BR VOLUHE MEI GHT CL DR CL/BR

(NL) (GI4)

4-1-1 0.330 0.005 50 20.32 0.812 0.013 61
4-1-2 2.80 0.016 50 20.12 6.96 0.040 176
4-1-3 16.6 0.030 50 20.12 41.2 0.07'6 545
4-1-46 4.38 0.043 50 20.16 10.9 0.107 102
4-1-4K 0.626 0.044 50 20.33 1.54 O. 108 14
4-1-5 4.44 0,080 50 20.01 11.1 0.199 56
4-1-6 1.20 0.074 50 20.01 2.99 0.185 16
4-1-7 442. 3.52 50 20.35 1090. 8.66 125
4-1-8 69.0 0.741 50 20.12 171. 1.84 93
4-1-9 7.00 0.092 50 20;40 17.2 0.225 76

III II III

The Cl/Br ratiosof the Trench 14 samplesvary greatly,from approximately

15 to greaterthan 500. This variationmakes it difficultto pinpointan origin

for the carbonatebased on high or IowCl/Br ratios. The potentialchlorideand

bromide contributorsto this carbonatedeposit includemeteoric origin salts,

shallowsubsurfaceoriginseeps, and deep subsurfaceorigin waters. Additional

work is suggested to evaluate or infer the Cl/Br and 3'Cl/Clratios of the

possible sources.
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DISCUSSIONOF RESULTS

Estimationof End Members

The Cl/Br ratio appears to be a valuable tool in the identificationof

meteoricand rock componentsof leachablehalides in the unsaturatedzone. This

end member identificationis importantbecauseit allows for correctionsto be

made in the _'Cldata in order to derive only meteoric input.

The procedure for end member identificationis different for each end

member. The rock end memberis effectivelyisolatedthroughprogressivecrushing

and leaching,both in the step-wiseleachingand _hatterboxexperiments. With

sufficient processing, this approach should produce a fairly consistent and

accurateestimate. Themeteoricend member,however,isestimatedby a frequency

distributionand is consequentlyless precise.

;

In addition to the limitations associated with estimating end member

values, there are severalother issueswhich need to be addressedbefore this

tool can be used successfully.

The basic assumption behind end member identificationis that the end

members are constant. However,it is as likelythat end members are represented

by a range of values and that scatterin the data reflectsdifferentdegreesof

mixing betweenvariableend members.

Furthermore,differentaliquotsof the same sample have produced somewhat
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different results, probably due to the effects of sample heterogeneities,

analyticalerror, or both.

Bromide concentrations tend to be very low in many of the samples.

Analytical error can thereforebe significant,and the Cl/Br ratios calculated

with these data are probablynot very precise.

All three of these factors,variableend members,sampleheterogeneities,

and currentanalyticallimitations,can contributeto the scatterobservedin the

data. Methods can be developed to deal with the problems of sample

heterogeneitiesand analyticalerror. However, the variabilityin end member

values, should it be substantial,cannot be easily compensatedfor.

Use of wC1 to DetermineExtent of Percolation

Elevated 3'Cl/Clratios were reported in the UZ-I 500-502 sample and in

portionsof theU12G tunnel. Theseelevatedratiosprovidesome insightintothe

role that the fault and fracture system plays in movement of water in the

unsaturatedzone at Yucca Mountain.

The UZ-1 500-502 sample contains a higher chloride concentrationthan

adjacent samples (9.43 ppm) and has a relativelyhigh Cl/Br ratio of 440 (from

Table 4). One possible explanationfor the Observedhalide characteristicsof

this sample is mixing of rain water containing bomb-pulse "Cl and halides

originating from the rock. If the meteoric and rock halide end members are

assumed to be 130 and 500, respectively,then the Cl/Br ratio of the 500-502
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sample is consistentwith this hypothesis. Additionof rock halides to meteoric

halides would tend to increasethe chloride concentrationand the Cl/Br ratio,

but would decrease the _%I/Cl ratio.

Using a mass balance estimation,the leachable halides in the 500-502

samplerepresenta 5% meteoriccomponentand an 95% rockcomponent. The meteoric

component of chloride and bromideconcentrationswould be 0.45 ppm and 0.0035

ppm, respectively. The _6Cl/Clratio of the meteoric component would be

40,445xi0''S.The derivation of this calculationis given in Appendix B.

The two samplesimmediatelyabove the 500-502sample(495-500and 395-400)

do not appear to contain bomb-pulse_Cl. Therefore,the high _Cl/Cl ratio in

this sample may indicate that the borehole has intercepteda fracture at this

depth, possiblyoriginatingalongthewest faceof YuccaMountain(Norris,1989).

It is also possible that the sample from this intervalwas contaminatedfrom

drilling fluid used in the upper 50 feet of the borehole;this contamination

would have increasedthe Cl/Br ratiobut would not havebeen likelyto contribute

measurable_Cl.

There are several speculationsas to the cause of the high "Cl/Cl value

in the UI2G tunnel. One possibilityis that a fault intersectingthe tunnelmay

act as a conduitfor rapidlypercolatingmeteoricwater. Anotherpossibilityis

contaminationfrom undergroundtesting that has been performed in the tunnel

complex. The water used in the drillingprocess is also a potentialsource of

elevated 3'Clconcentrations.
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The three DH samples,taken from the ExperimentDrift, had _6CI/CIratios

between ]500x]O" and 2000x]O'5. The AC-! samples are from the Demonstration

Drift whereas the AC-2 samplesare from the Laser Drift. Both sets of samples

representseveraldifferent intervalsalong their respectiveboreholes.

Given the fact that the samplestaken from the portionof the Experiment

Drift intersectedby a fault show some of the highest "Cl/Cl ratios, the most

likelyorigin for the high chlorine-36content in the U]2G tunnel is bomb-pulse

meteoric water percolatingalong the fault and into the rock matrix. This

hypothesis is supported by the fact that both sets of AC samples show what

appearsto be a breakthroughof bomb-pulse"CI. In the AC-I borehole,run 16-17

has a _Cl/Cl ratio of 412xi0""which is consistent with estimated meteoric

levels. Runs I and 2-3, which are closer to the fault, have elevated _'Cl/Cl

ratios (1243x10" and 3044xi0""), indicative of meteoric bomb-pulse

contamination. Similarly,in the AC-2 borehole,the samplecloser to the fault,

run 38-40, shows some component of bomb-pulse_'Cl/Cl(845xI0"_). Run 19-20,

which is further from the fault, has a '6Cl/Clratio intermediatebetween the

estimatedmeteoricand rockcomponentend members(306xi0"). Interestingly,run

19-20which shows the lowest'6Cl/Clratio, is closer to the locationof historic

subsurfacenuclearweapons testing than any of the other samples.

Unless some unknown local subsurface source of uranium or thorium is

presentwhich could accountfor the elevated'_Cl/Clratios, the most plausible

explanationfor these high ratios is percolationof bomb-pulsemeteoricwater

along the fault in the ExperimentDrift. The radiusof influenceof the meteoric

bomb-pulse appears to be between 150 and 225 feet, for the two directions
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measured (Norris, 1989).

Althoughresultswere only obtainedfor one of the dust samplescollected,

if viewed quantitatively,the potentialfor significantdust contaminationof

cuttingsfrom the tunnel is minimal. Considerthe DH-I sample,run 5-6. If the

true _6Cl/Clratio of this sample is comparable to the meteoric estimate of

500x]O'5, then 67% by weight of the sample collectedwould need to be dust,

assuminga :6Cl/Clratio of 2045xI0'5 in the dust, in order to obtain the actual

_Cl/Cl ratio observed. If the "uncontaminated"samplehad a _Cl/Cl ratiocloser

to the estimatedbackgroundlevel of 25xi0", then 95% of the sampleweightwould

need to be dust in order to obtain the observedratio. This is highlyunlikely.
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SUGGESTIONSFORFUTUREWORK

Estimation of End Members

The most obvious place to start in addressingthe issues affecting end

member estimation is improvement and standardization of the analytical

procedures. A critical part of this task will be to improve the bromide

detectionlimit.

Improvingthe analyticalproceduresshould not only producemore accurate

and reliabledata, but also shouldhave the added benefit of sheddinglight on

the extentto which variableend membersand sampleheterogeneityaffectchemical

composition.

After modificationsare made inthe analyticalprocedures,repeatanalyses

should be done in all sample categories (sieved samples, step-wise leaching

experiment,and shatterboxexperiment)in order to verify current findings.

A time-series experiment, in which a given sample is analyzed after

successiveincreasesin leachingtime,could determinethe optimalleachingtime

for future work. The UZ-I 250-255sample would be ideal for this experiment,

becauseit has beenmore extensivelyanalyzedthan any other sample. Italso has

relatively high chloride and bromide concentrations,which would reduce the

analyticaltime.

Additionalwork is neededto providea more accurateestimateof the halide
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ratio in the rock component. The step-wise leaching experiment should be

expandedto includea few additionalsteps. Thesewould providedata to indicate

whetheror not the Cl/Br ratiohas reacheda plateauand thereforeactuallydoes

represent the rock end member. Likewise, the shatterbox experiment can be

modifiedto includeadditionalcrushingtimeto determineat what point the slope

remains constant and therefore represents the halide ratio of the rock end

member.

Currentestimatesof the rock end member are based on analysisof the 250-

255 sample accordingto proceduresfor the step-wiseleaching experiment,and

analysisof the 295-300sample,using proceduresfor the shatterboxexperiment.

Although these data show good agreement,more than two points are needed to

arriveat a valid estimate. Additionalexperimentsshouldincludedetermination

of the rock end memberat differentdepths,using boththe step-wiseleachingand

the shatterbox experiments. This work is particularly important given the

likelihoodof variableend members.

Improved analytical procedures should yield a better estimate of the

meteoric halide ratio. However,an independentestimate of the meteoric Cl/Br

ratio can be obtainedby determiningthe ratio in local precipitation.

Problems arising due to sample heterogeneitiescan be minimized by

performing chloride,bromide, and _'Clanalyses on the same subsample. This

procedureis cumbersomein the case of chlorideand b-omideanalyses,since the

sample volume is so large.
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Use of _C1 to Determine Extent of Percolation

The _'Clanalysesconductedon UZ-I samplesindicatethat bomb-pulse'_Cl

is present at a depth of 500 feet. The low "Cl/Cl ratio in the sample

immediatelyoverlyingthe 500-502intervalimpliesthatthe extentof this "bomb-

pulse contamination"may be very limited. Additional work should focus on

identifyingthe profileof the "Cl/Cl ratio in an extended intervalcenteredon

500 feet with particularattentionpaid to examinationof the lithologyof this

depth interval.

Resultsfromthe UI2Gtunnelsupportthe theorythat the fault and fracture

system at Yucca Mountain may be providingpathways for the relatively rapid

percolationof meteoricwater. Additionalwork shouldfocus on identifyingthe

'6Cl/Clprofile at distance from the fault. This could be accomplishedby

drilling six orthogonal boreholes, radiating outward from the fault in the

ExperimentDrift, and collectingsamplesfor 3'Clanalyses (Norris,198g).

Additionaldust samplesshouldbe collectedand analyzedfor 3'Cl,in order

to address the possibilityof contamination. However,to avoid controversy,a

procedureshouldbe developedto ensurethat samplesremovedfrom the samplebag

containonly cuttingsfrom insidethe bag and no dust from the outsideof the bag

(Norris, 1989).

Work in the UI2G tunnel is particularlysignificantbecausethese samples

provide insight into a three dimensionaldistributionof 3'Cl.
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CONCLUSION

Samples from the UZ-1 and UZN-43 boreholes at Yucca Mountain have been

analyzed for chloride, bromide, and "Cl in order to understandthe historyof

local infiltrationand flow in the unsaturatedzone.

The step-wiseleaching experimentand the shatterboxexperimentare used

to isolateand identifythe Cl/Br ratio of the rockmatrix. The halide ratio of

the meteoriccomponentis estimatedusinga frequencydistribution.These values

are 130:1 for the meteoric end member, and 500:1 for the rock end member.

Variousfactors,such as variableend members,sampleheterogeneities,and

current analytical limitations,may affect the validity of these estimates.

Additionalwork is plannedwhich will standardizethe analyticalproceduresand

expand the current experimentalwork. The result should be more accurate and

verifiabledata, in addition to a better estimateof end member values.

Chlorine-36data indicate that meteoric water containingbomb-pulse_°Cl

is present at a depth of 500 feet in the UZ-] borehole. Similar high _Cl/Cl

ratios are found in the UI2G tunnel. It appearsthat the fault system at Yucca

Mountain is behaving as a conduit for percolating water, and that 3_Cl

measurementmay be a valuable tool in the identificationof such faults.

The currentvalue of "Cl data will be enhancedonce the meteoric and rock

end members are accurately defined. Correctionscan then be made in the _°Cl

data so that a more accurate picture of local percolationcan be obtained.
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APPENDI X A:
PROCESSINGOF ROCKSAHPLESFOR

CHLORIDE,BROHIDE,ANDCHLORINE-36ANALYSES
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SAMPLESIEVING ANDCRUSHING

The sieving process is designedto evaluatethe effect of variablegrain

size on leachablehalides. Each sampleis sieved into four fractionsusing the

35, 60, and 230 mesh screens. Betweeneach sample the sieves are brushed to

dislodge grains that may be stuck in the screens,and both the sieves and pans

are washed with distilledwarps. The sieves are dried in a convection oven

(ToastmasterModel #7071) before use.

Rock samplesare crushedin a shatterbox (DonaldsonModel #90-140,7.5 HP,

with ]4 cm ID by 5 cm depth steel mill). Crushingtime is used as a relative
i

indicatorof grain size.

Processingof a samplebeginsby loadingapproximately300 ml of dry sample

powder into the shatterbox. At least 50 ml of the original sample is reserved.

The 300 ml sample is pulverized for 2 minutes, at which point an aliquot of

sample ( about 30 ml) is taken. The remaining sample is reloaded into the

shatterboxand crushingis resumed. This cycle is repeatedseveraltimes, with

crushing intervalsrangingfrom 2 to 5 minutes. The total crushing time is 25

minutes_ unless otherwisespecified. The shatterboxis cleanedwith distilled,

deionizedwater and dried with compressedair between samples.

Sample Leaching

Leachable halides are extracted from the rock samples by mixing known

amounts of rock powder (]0 to 50 gm) with measured amounts of distilled,
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Determinationof Concentrations

The concentrationof leachablechloridein the rock sample is calculated

as follows:

Cl (water)X V (water)
Cl (rock)=

Wt (rock sample)

where: Cl (rock) = leachablechlorideconcentration
in rock sample in ppm

Cl (water)-- leachablechlorideconcentration
in water in mg/l

V (water) = volumeof water used for leaching
in Iiters

Wt (rock) = weight of rock sample in kg

The same leachate is used for bromideanalysis. Leachablebromideis calculated

using the same equation.

Preparationof Chloride for Chlorine-36Analyses

Leachinq

Dependingon the leachablechlorideconcentrationof the rock sample,I to

20 kg of rock are mixed with distilled, deionized water in a polyethylene

container. The sample is allowed to leach at least overnight, although

preferablyfor severaldays. The water is then decanted from the containerand

saved in a pyrex flask or beaker. More water is added to the rock sample for

additionalleaching. This cycle is repeatedfor a total of at least three times

in order to achieve a final chloride content of ]0 rag. This is the minimum
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required for analysison the tandem accelerator.

Chloride Extraction

Fine particles in suspensionmake it difficultto separate leachatefrom

the bulk sample. These particlescan be coagulatedby addingUltrexnitric acid

at a ratio of 2 ml per liter of leachate. Furtherclarificationis achievedby

filteringthe leachatethrougha 0.45 pm filter. Nucleoporefiltermembranesare

not used because they may contain excess _6Cl.

Enough silvernitrate(AgNOj)is addedto the clear leachateto precipitate

the total estimated chloride present as silverchloride (AgCl). If the total

volume of leachate contains less than 10 mg of chloride, then it becomes

necessaryto add a known amount of _6Cl-freechlorideas a carrier, to bring the

total amount of chloride up to at least 10 mg. This introductionof carrier

should be done prior to additionof AgNO_.

The AgCl precipitateis collectedby filteringthe leachatethrougha 0.45

Nm filter. The rate and efficiencyof filtrationcan be increasedby gently

heating the leachate to just below boiling prior to filtering in order _o

increasethe size of the AgCl particles. However,the leachateshouldbe cooled

before filtrationin order to avoid loss of AgCl dissolvedin the hot water.

Purificationof Silver Chloride

The AgCl precipitateis washedwith distilled,deionizedwater on a filter
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HYDROGEOCHEM,INC.
Env/ronrnenta/Technology& Eng/neering 1430 N. Sixth Avenue

Tucson, Arizona 85705
(602) 623-6981

FAX. (602) 623-6984

October 9, 1990

WBS: 1.2.3.3.2.1
QA

TWS-INC-7-10-90-11

Dr. June Fabryka-Martin
Mail Stop J-514
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

Subject: Review of work performed during FY90

Dear June:

This letter summarizes the work performed by Hydro Geo Chem in fiscal year 1990,
and the work that is currently in progress.

The fiscal year began with a change of project manager at Hydro Geo Chem;
Songlin Cheng left the company and Susan Maida took over the position. After a
preliminary review of the scope of the project by the new project manager, we prepared a
formal report documenting work done in fiscal year 1989. Hydro Geo Chem spent several
months renovating and upgrading its in-house laboratory in order to expand capabilities.
Laboratory work was not possible during this period of time.

Beginning in February, time was spent modifying the chlorine-36 sample preparation
procedure in order to improve yields. Previous work had produced the necessary AgCI using
a procedure that relied on filtration to separate the AgCI precipitate from the aqueous
solution. Reprecipitation was accomplished by heating the NH4OH-AgCI solution to
evaporate the NH4OH. This approach had been satisfactory for samples containing
abundant chloride. However, there were many steps involving physical transfer from one
container to another, with chloride potentially lost at each one of those steps. This loss was
a significant problem with samples containing low chloride. The AgCI yield was improved
substantially by modifying the sample preparation procedure so that a centrifuge is used in
place of filtration and reprecipitation is accomplished by acidification. Preliminary results
using this modified approach have produced yields of close to 95% on samples containing
no more than 10 mg. of chloride.



Dust samples from the U12G Tunnel were prepared for chlorine-36 analyses, using
the new procedure. However, these samples were never analyzed because of potential
contamination in the Tunnel and because the focus of the project shifted.

After project leadership was transferred from Ted Norris to you, we shifted our focus
to a potential new site to characterize at Apache Leap, Arizona. We anticipated quality
samples since we felt we would have some control over the drilling technique. Rock
cuttings were collected from a deep borehole using a prototype, dry-drilling technique.
Unfortunately, these samples were sufficiently dissimilar to the samples from Yucca
Mountain that their use was questionable.

We are currently caretakers to a relatively large volume of soil and rock samples.
These samples have been organized and inventoried, with results included for the UZ-1
borehole.

Significant time was spent updating our quality assurance matters, preparing for an
audit by Los Alamos National Laboratory, and being trained under the Yucca Mountain
Project Quality Assurance Program.

Work has also been done preparing quality assurance documents for a collaborative
effort with Sandia National Laboratory, characterizing a site in the vicinity of Frenchman
Flats, Nevada. We are currently participating in the site selection and project design phase.
We anticipate using chloride, bromide, and chlorine-36 as environmental tracers, while
Sandia National Laboratory looks at tritium, oxygen-18, and deuterium.

As we move into the last months of this year we will be devoting our time to
developing a new column leaching technique that we believe will be more effective and
efficient than the method we have been using to date. We will also be preparing several
samples that represent the meteoric and rock end members for stable chlorine isotope
analyses.

Sincerely,

Susan Maida

cc: 1 copy TWS
2 copies RPC



HYDROGEOCHEM,INC.
EnvironmentalTechnology& Engineering 1430 N. Sixth Avenue

Tucson, Arizona 85705
(602) 623-6981

FAX: (602) 623-6984

FAXEDTHIS DATE

31 July 1989

Dr. Ted Norris

Los Alamos National Laboratory
TWS-INC7, MS J-514
Los Alamos,New Mexico 87545

Dear Ted:

This letter summarizesthe work performedby Hydro Geo Chem during the
first 10 months of the fiscal year 1988-1989, and the work that is in
progress. Enclosedare tables and figures of analyticalresults.

A. Halide Analyses

We have sieved UZ-I (24 samples) and UZN-43 (8 samples) and analyzed
these samples for chloride and bromide. Each samplewas sieved into four
fractions. The sieve sizes used were 35, 60, and 230 mesh. Table I lists
the analyticalresults. Repeat analysesof some UZN-43 samples indicated
that some usuallylow Cl/Br ratios during the first analysismay have been
causedby contaminationor analyticalerror. Figures1(a) and (b) plot the

chloridevs. bromideconcentrationsincludinglines of Cl/Br equal to 130:1
and 500:1. Based on the observed ratios, we hypothesizethat these two
ratios represent rain water and rock halide components in the system,
respectively.

B. Step-wiseCrushing and Leaching Experiments

Because the rock samples from Yucca Mountain have been pulverized to

various degrees during drilling, their leachable halides contain both
meteoricand rock components. The step-wisecrushing-leachingexperiment
was designed to characterizethe halide ratio of the rock end member. The
experimentalprocedureincludesa sequenceof leaching,washing,drying and
shatter-boxcrushing of rock samples f_llowedby anothersequence. After
each sequence,the halide was analyzed for chloride,bromide, and 3eCl/Cl
ratios.
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Table 2 lists the analyticalresultsof the experiment . Samples 250-

250 B (step) and 250-255C (step)contain high NO3",which interfereswith
the bromide analysis. A possible source of NO3" is nitric acid used in
processing samplingfor _BClanalysis.

We have alsocontinuedand expandedthe shatter-boxexperiments. Table
3 lists the chlorideand bromideconcentrationsof UZ-I samples97-101,250-

255, and 295-300after crushingin a shatter-box. The sequence of digits
following the sample designation is the sequence of crushing time in
minutes. For example,the sequence "2333N indicatesthat the sample was
crushed for 2 + 3 + 3 + 3 minutes. Figure 2 plots the bromidevs. chloride
concentrationsof these three samples. The slopes of these three lines
indicate the chloride/bromideratios of halides released from the rock

matrix upon crushing. Resultsfrom sample UZ-I (295-300)indicatethat the
rock halides' Cl/Br ratio is -500. The halides of samples UZ-I (250-255)
and UZ-I (g7-I01) that were produced by crushing may be a mixture of
meteoric halides (Cl/Br- 130) concentratedin small pore spaces and rock
halides (Cl/Br -_500); therefore,the samples would have a Cl/Br ratio
between the mixing end members. Unlike the other samples, the leachable
halide concentrationof UZ-I (97-101)decreasesupon crushing. The moisture
content of this samplewas so high that the sample was molded into a dense
clayey cake upon crushingin the shatter-box,which is likely the cause of
lower halideconcentration.Additionalstudy is in progressto continuethe
shatter-boxexperimenton sampleUZ-I (250-255)so that the rock end member
(assumed to be Cl/Br-_500/I) shows on the plot.

C. 36 Cl Analyses

Nine UZ-I and UZN-43 sampleswere analyzed for chlorine-36 includinga
blank. Table 4 lists the chlorine-36 results. High chlorine-36 was
observed in the UZ-I drill hole at depth intervalsof 97-101 feet and 500-
502 feet. These intervalsmay contain bomb-pulsechlorine-36. The sample
at 500-502 feet also contains a higher chloride concentration than the
adjacent samples and has a higher Cl/Br ratio of -400 (Table I). A
plausible explanationfor the halide characteristics of UZ-] 500-502 is
mixing between rainwatercontainingchlorine-36 of bomb-pulse origin and
halides originatingfrom the rock. Because the rainwater and rock halides

may have Cl/Br ratiosof 130 and 500,respectively,the observedCl/Br ratio
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of the 500-502 foot sample is consistent with this mixing hypothesis.
Addition of rock haltdes to rain halides would have increased chloride
concentration, but decreased the C1/Br and 36Cl/C1 ratio. Based on mass
balance estimation, the leachable halides of UZ-1 500-502 contain a 14%
rainwater halide componentand an 80 % rock component. If so, the rainwater
component of this sample would be a chloride, bromide, and 36Cl/C1 ratio of
1.23 ppm, 0.095 ppm, and 14600 x 10"is, respectively.

D. Step-wise Leaching 36C1Results

The step-wise leaching experiments of UZ-1 250-255 (Table 5), indicate
that the rock halide may contain a 36C1/C1 ratio less than 25 x 10"Is.
Sample 250-255 E (step) contains very low chlorine-36 (25 x 10"Is) and has
a C1/Br ratio of 487. This sample may represent a rock end member. Wewill
calculate the subsurface production of chlorine-36 if U and Th content of
this rock unit are available. Seth Gifford (unpublished M.S. thesis,
University of Arizona, 1987) measured two 3SC1/C1Patios of trench samples
and suggested that the pre-bomb 36C1/C1ratio is 500 x 10"Is to 600 x 10"Is.
Based on sample 250-255 E (step) as the rock end member, we assume the
3BCI/CI and CI/Br ratios of rain and rock end membersto be (500 x 10"1s,130)
and (25 x ]0 "is, 500), respectively. Figure 3 plots the analytical results
of sample 250-255 and the theoretical mixing curve. Except sample 250-255
D (step), the data follow the theoretical curve closely. Wewtll re-analyze
chloride andbromide concentrations of step-wise leached samples. Three UZ-
1 samples (500-502, 1020-1025, and 1195-1200) were processed for chlorine-
36 analysis after leaching, washing, drying, and 3-minute crushing. 3SC1/C1
ratios of these three samplesdecreased as leaching progressed by about 100
x 10"Is and CI/Br ratios increased (See Table 2). Because of low bromide
concentrations, the analytical error could be high; therefore, the reported
CI/Br ratios are not very precise. More chloride and bromide analyses will
be done on these samples, with procedures modified to increase analytical
sensitivity.

E. Additional Halide and 36C1Results

Six samples obtained from U12G tunnel were analyzed for hal ides and
36C1. The results are shown in Table 6. Three samples from U12G tunnel
contains over 1500 x 10"Is of 36C1/C1. We feel that the most likely source
of this high 36C1content is meteoric water that percolated along the fault
that cuts through the Experiment Drift.
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Otherpossiblesourcesincludethe waterused in the drillingprocessand
high 3BCIoriginatingfromundergroundbombtests.Studiesare in progress
to identifythe source(s)of high chlorine-36contentin DH-I and DH-2
samples.

F. Work in Progress

We are in the processof repeatingchlorideand bromideanalysesto
ensure the analyticalquality. We are also currentlyprocessingnine
samplesforchlorine-36analysis;thesesamplesaremostlyfromUI2Gtunnel.

We will applya mass-balanceapproachto calculate3eel/elratiosof the
rainwatercomponentoncechlorideand bromideanalysesare finalized.We
will use a weightedaveragewith correctionfor the rock componentto
constructa depthprofileof meteorichalideand 36Cl/Clratioat UZ-I.

G. Discussionof Resultsand SuggestedFutureExperiments

Basedon chlorine-36analysisat UZ-! site,bomb-pulsechlorine-36may
have penetratedas deepas 500 feet. The presenceof high chlorine-36at
a depth of 500 - 502 footleveland absenceof high chlorine-36in the
adjacent sample intervalssuggeststhat fracturesystem in the Yucca
Mountainscouldbehaveas a conduitforwatermovement.Boththeseresults

and thoseof the UI2G tunnelsamplessuggestthat chlorine-36couldbe a
veryeffectivetoolto identifythepresenceofwater-conductingfractures.

Regardingthehalidecompositionof rock,one importantquestionisthat
of uniformity.To addressthe questionof uniformity,we need to process
more rock samplesand isolatetherockcomponentby step-wiseleaching.

We believethe aboveanalyticalresultsandproposedexperimentsareof
fundamentalimportancein understandingthe halidegeochemistryof Yucca
Mountain.Whensufficientdataareavailable,we willpreparea manuscript
for publication.
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More work will be doneon thisprojectin the remainingtwo monthsof
thisfiscalyear. We thereforeconsiderthisProgressReportto be interim.
We will preparea finalAnnualReportin lateSeptember.Pleasecallme if
you haveanyquestionsorcommentsregardingeitherthisSummaryor thework
In general.

Sincerely,

SC/cah

Enclosures



TABLE1. CHLORIDE,BROMIDE,ANDCIILORIDE/BRoIqlDERATIOSOF UZN-43 ANDUZ-1 SAMPLES.

..... CHLORIDE,,PPIqIN ROCK.......... BROMIDE,,PPIq IN ItOCK.......... CHLCIIDEIBItOHIDIEPATIO .....
SAMPLE FROM TO A S C 0 A !1 C D A !1 C D

UZN-43 6 7 69.74 154.70 13/,.30 142.80 2.782 13.540 13.720 17.530 25.1 11.4 9.8 8.1
10 11 58.61 156.50 15.75 162.60 5.581 2.790 14.820 7.286 10.5 56.1 1.1 22.3
15 t6 45.85 87.81 89.07 76.47 O. 145 0.337 0.329 0.312 316.2 260.6 270.7 245.4

20 21 3.18 6.91 5.87 11.72 0.022 0.034 0.037 0.060 142.7 205.1 157.7 196.0
25 26 1.45 3.81 5.M 10.66 0.012 0.025 0.027 0.052 122.2 150.1 189.4 205.4

30 31 7.23 5.35 5.98 7.10 0.049 0.015 0.013 0.012 148.1 349.4 474.2 582.1
35 36 7.89 6.66 7.68 0.011 0.016 0.006 744.7 410.9 1396.9
40 41 1.01 1.36 1.47 2.72 0.005 0.003 0.007 0.005 190.4 430.5 223.2 524.9

UZN-43 REPEATS
6 7 99.40 289.31 298.59 377.29 0.460 1.427 1.483 1.942 215.9 202.7 201.3 194.3

10 11 11.79 34.84 0.051 O.153 231.2 228.5
35 36 9.03 0.025 368.6

..... CHLORIDE,PPH IN ROCK.......... BROMIDE,PPH IN ROCK........... CL/BR RATIO IN ROCK......
A B C D A 8 C 0

brZ-1 97 101 28.28 37.66 44.74 55.36 0.167 0.163 0.159 0.274 169.7 231.8 282.3 202.1
250 255 22.58 25.03 25.66 30.51 0.182 0.168 0.184 0.241 123.8 148.9 139.2 126.5
295 300 1.82 2.01 3.23 3.74 0.012 0.015 0.01/, 0.023 147.2 138.3 223.5 160.5
347 350 7.64 4.22 3.53 3.57 0.052 0.034 0.023 0.025 148.1 124.4 152.2 142.6
495 500 5.23 5.37 5.11 6.91 0.025 0.019 0.025 0.021 210.0 27'9.0 208.4 336.8
500 502 8.67 10.01 10.31 7.30 0.017 0.024 0.023 0.037 499.1 411.6 452.6 195.7

595 599 7.97 7.40 7.94 9.15 0.054 0.048 0.057 0.058 146.7 153.1 138.3 156.7
715 720 0.96 0.95 1.20 1.28 0.010 0.014 0.011 0.009 94.1 70.6 111.7 141.8

830 835 1.96 2.18 1.86 2.40 0.007 0.009 0.006 0.010 270.5 2/',4.1 327.2 238.1
845 850 4.96 2.32 1.82 2.01 0.014 0.013 0.014 0.012 352.5 181.1 131.6 162.3
920 925 2.12 2.22 2.39 2.68 0.025 0.022 0.020 0.021 84.1 99.6 120.9 129.3
945 950 2.85 2.52 2.04 3.18 0.020 0.010 0.011 0.035 145.6 249.4 181.3 89.9
970 975 3.45 2.61 3.33 3.86 0.019 0.019 0.012 0.012 177.7 140.5 268.5 321.4

1020 102S 1.15 2.28 2.29 2.94 0.009 0.015 0.015 0.023 125.7 156.7 154.5 129.4
1047 1050 2.32 4.33 2.52 3.34 0.010 0.014 0.011 0.014 236.5 320.2 231.3 237.7
1070 1075 2.31 1.72 2.31 3.39 0.010 0.013 0.012 0.011 228.2 130.6 191.1 311.0
1147 1150 4.46 5.15 4.17 6.66 0.022 0.015 0.012 0.021 198.2 344.3 340.0 321.9

1170 1175 3.76 3.68 2.88 6.66 0.014 0.015 0.016 0.015 259.3 2/,,4.7 185.7 449.7
1195 1200 2.59 2.87 2.27 2.97 0.017 0.017 0.016 0.024 149.9 171.3 138.1 125.9
1220 1225 3.18 3.88 3.70 5.43 0.017 0.013 0.016 0.046 190.7 303.9 236.8 118.2
1245 1250 4.17 3.90 3.76 3.65 0.018 0.021 0.015 0.012 227.8 189.7 248.3 301.7
1258 1260 6.88 10.48 11.74 13.77 0.043 0.076 0.067 0.087 160.2 137.6 174J, 158.1
1267 1268 1.95 3.81 4.43 13.26 0.008 0.015 0.014 0.027 248.3 258.1 309.8 483.2
1268 1270 2.94 3.82 3.99 4.93 0.01_ 0.015 0.024 0.031 196.8 252.4 168.4 159.8



TABLE2. RESULTSOF STEP-WISELEACHINGEXPERIMENTSOF UZ-I SAMPLES.

.....SAMPLE.......PPM IN SOLUTION-WATER SAMPLE ....PPM IN ROCK.... CL-36/CL
FROM TO EXT.** CL BR VOLUME WEIGHT CL BR CL/BR 1E-15

500 502 (3} 1885
1020 1025 (3) 0.935 0.0011 50 25.09 1.863 0.0022 850.0 159
1195 1200 (3) 1.044 0.0025 50 25.37 2.058 0.0049 417.6 340
1220 1225 (3) 0.997 0.0031 50 25.42 1.961 0.0061 321.6
250 255 2 MIN. 8.563 0.0317 20 10.21 16.774 0.0621 270.1

B(STEP) 2.460 * 20 10.28 4.786 91
C(STEP) 9.080 * 20 IO.]! 17.962
D(STEP) 2.437 0.0090 20 10.02 4.864 0.0180 270.8 36
E(STEP) 4.648 0.0095 20 10.02 9.277 0.0190 489.3 25

250 255 A(STEP) 10.900 0.0405 50 10.01 54.421 0.2022 269.1 193
B(STEP) 0.740 * 50 10.03 3.689 91
C(STEP) 2.380 * 50 10.03 11.860
D(STEP) 1.200 0.0054 50 10.04 5.975 0.0269 222.2 36
E(STEP} 1.900 0.0039 50 10.12 9.387 0.0193 487.2 25

• : CONTAMINATEDBYHIGHNO3-
**: SAMPLELEACHING/CRUSHINGSTEPSAREDESCRIBEDBELOW:
(3) : SAMPLEWAS LEACHED,DRIED,CRUSHEDFOR 3 MINUTES,AND

LEACHEDFOR HALIDEANALYSIS
2 MIN. : ORIGINALSAMPLEWAS CRUSHEDFOR 2 MINUTESBEFORELEACHING.

A(STEP):ORIGINALSAMPLEWAS LEACHED,WASHED,DRIED,CRUSHEDFOR 5 MINUTES,AND
LEACHEDFOR HALIDEANALYSIS.

B(STEP):SAMPLEA(STEP)WAS WASHED,DRIED,CRUSHEDFOR 5 MINUTES,AND
LEACHEDFOR HALIDEANALYSIS.

C(STEP):SAMPLEA(STEP)WAS WASHED,DRIED,CRUSHEDFOR 10 MINUTES,AND
LEACHEDFOR HALIDEANALYSIS.

D(STEP):SAMPLEB(STEP)WAS WASHED,DRIED,CRUSHEDFOR 5 MINUTES,AND
LEACHEDFOR HALIDEANALYSIS.

E(STEP):SAMPLED(STEP)WAS WASHED,DRIED,CRUSHEDFOR 5 MINUTES,AND
LEACHEDFOR HALIDEANALYSIS.



TABLE 3. CHLORIDE AND BROMIDE RESULTS OF SHATTER BOX EXPERIMENTS

DRILL .....SAMPLE....... PPM IN SOLUTION- WATER SAMPLE ....PPM IN ROCK....

HOLE FROM TO TIME SEQ. CL BR VOLUME WEIGHT CL BR CL/BR
(MINUTES) C.C. GM

UZ-I 250 255 8.164 0.0445 50 10.89 37.484 0.2043 183.5
2 9.846 0.0527 50 10.01 49.181 0.2632 186.8
23 13.702 0.0643 50 10.02 68.373 0.3209 213.1
233 14.608 0.0665 50 10.03 72.822 0.3315 219.7
2333 17.036 0.0798 50 10.05 84.756 0.3970 213.5
23334 23.439 --- 50 10.05 116.612
233345 34.195 --- 50 10.04 170.294
2333455 ...... 50 10.01

97 ]OI 12.634 0.0457 50 ]0.07 62.731 0.2269 276.5
2 10.830 0.0425 50 10.08 53.720 0.2108 254.8
23 1].024 0.0398 50 10.11 54.520 0.1968 277.0
233 10.714 0.0379 50 10.01 53.516 0.1893 282.7
2333 10.714 0.0376 50 10.0] 53.5]6 0.1878 284.9
23334 10.145 0.0325 50 10.02 50.624 0.1622 312.2
233345 10.070 --- 50 10.10 49.851
2333455 9.157 0.0322 50 10.08 45.422 0.1597 284.4

295 300 0.274 0.0031 50 10.40 1.317 0.0149 88.4
2 0.451 0.0036 50 IO.OI 2.253 0.0180 125.3
23 0.741 0.0042 50 10.13 3.657 0.0207 ]76.4
233 1.238 0.0053 50 10.01 6.I84 0.0265 233.6
2333 1.765 0.0067 50 10.01 8.816 0.0335 263.4
23334 2.525 0.0090 50 10.04 12.575 0.0448 280.6
233345 ...... 50 10.04
2333455 3.947 0.0109 50 10.01 19.715 0.0544 362.1



TABLE 4. CHLORINE-36CONTENTSOF ROCK SAMPLES FROM YUCCA MOUNTAIN.

(REPORTEDAS ATOMIC RATIO OF CL-36/TOTALCHLORIDE.)

•SAMPLE NAME CL-36/CL
IE-15 +/-

UZ-1 97-101 11400 360
UZ-1 250-255 436 i 25
UZ-I 500-502 2046 103
UZ-I 1020-1025 245 38
UZ-I 1195-1200 454 61
UZ-I 1220-1225 102 11

UZN-43 6-7 759 59
UZN-43 I0-11 526 38
UZN-43 15-16 470 25



TABLE5. STEP-WISELEACHINGCL-36RESULTSFOR UZ-I SAMPLES.

(REPORTEDAS ATOMICRATIOOF CL-36/TOTALCHLORIDE.)

SAMPLENAME CL-36/CL
1E-15 +/-

UZ-1 500-502(3) ** I885 150
UZ-I I020-I025(3) ** 159 12
UZ-1 1195-1200(3) ** 340 15

UZ-I250-255A(STEP)** 193 7
UZ-I250-255B(STEP)** 91 4
UZ-1 250-255D(STEP)** 36 11
UZ-] 250-255E(STEP)** 25 5

**: SAMPLELEACHING/CRUSHINGSTEPSARE DESCRIBEDBELOW:
(3) : ORIGINALSAMPLEWAS LEACHED,DRIED,CRUSHEDFOR 3

MINUTES,AND LEACHEDFOR HALIDEANALYSIS.

A(STEP):ORIGINALSAMPLEWASLEACHED,WASHED,DRIED,CRUSHED
FOR 5 MINUTES,AND LEACHEDFOR HALIDEANALYSIS.

B(STEP):SAMPLEA(STEP)WAS WASHED,DRIED,CRUSHEDFOR 5
MINUTES,AND LEACHEDFOR HALIDEANALYSIS.

D(STEP):SAMPLEB(STEP)WAS WASHED,DRIED,CRUSHEDFOR 5
MINUTES,AND LEACHEDFOR HALIDEANALYSIS.

E(STEP):SAMPLED(STEP)WAS WASHED,DRIED,CRUSHEDFOR 5
MINUTES,AND LEACHEDFOR HALIDEANALYSIS.



TABLE 6. CHLORINE-36CONTENTSOF BLANK AND SAMPLES FROM UI2-G TUNNEL.

(REPORTEDAS ATOMIC RATIO OF CL-36/TOTALCHLORIDE.)

SAMPLE NAME CL-36/CL
1E-15 +/-

AC-I RUNS 16 &17 412 18
AC-2 RUNS 19 & 20 306 22
AC-2 RUNS 38-40 845 76
DH-I RUNS 5 & 6 1539 101
DH-I RUNS 7-9 1964 75
DH-2 RUNS 7 & 8 1709 70

NBS SRM#919NACL 0 5



Figure l(b) UZ-1 BROMIDEVS. CHLORIDE
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HYDROGEOCHEM,INC.
EnvironmentalTechnology&Engineering 1430 N. Sixth Avenue

Tucson, Arizona 85705
(602) 623-6981

FAX: (602) 623-6984

29 September 1988

Dr. Ted Norris

Los Alamos National Laboratory
TWS-INC7, MS J-514

Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

FAX: (505)667-2964

Dear Ted,

i

The letter summarizesthe work performed by Hydro Geo Chem during the

fiscalyear 1988. The work can be divided into three categories"

I. Chloride analysis. We purchaseda Dionex Ion Chromatographsubsystem

in May. The system has been successfullyset up for routine chloride

analysis. With this analyticalcapability,we now can expedite our
experimentalprogressin a timely and accuratemanner.

'II. Inductionfurnace. We have designed and order sample crucibles and

chloride traps. The cooling system is currentlyunder constructionand

the 3 phase/480volt power line has been installed. We expect to test

the performanceof this chlorideextractionsystem soon.

III. Rock sample processincI. We have leached and analyzed ]5 UZ-I samples

to establishdepth profileof leachablechloride. Eight samples were

selected for processingto analyze chloride that is leachable after

crushing in a shatterbox. We have also finished shatter box

experimentson sample 250-255to study the effects of grain size
distributionon leachablechloride. The source of chloride released

upon crushingwill be investigated. Depth profileand CI-36 of this
chloride could be the keys to the answer.



We are currentlyprocessingUZ-! samples97-101 and 250-255 for

CI-36 analysis and expect to finish this work by the end of this week.

The leached sampleswill be crushed and processed for CI-36 for two

more repeatingcycles. When all the experimentsand analyses are

done, we should be able to establishthe chloride, and hence meteoric

water, infiltrationhistoryof the UZ-I site.

We have leached pebblesand fine particles (<60 mesh) of eight

UZN-43 samples. The leachedpebbleswere subsequentlywashed, dried,

crushed in the shatterbox and then leached for chloride analysis.

Both pebble and fine particle fractionsof UI_.._43have relativelyhigh
chloride concentrationson the top 16 feet_d" the lower 20 feet.

However, the washed and crushed sampleshave a more or less constant

profile.

It was nice to know that the currentfiscal year contract will be

extended to the end of October. Although it is shorter than we would like

to have. Nevertheless,this extensionshould give us enough time for

processing UZ-I samples. I hope to see you soon so that we can discuss the

results of our experimentsand the work for the next fiscal year. Please

let me know if you have any questionsregardingthis progress summary.

Sincerelyyours,

, Songlin Cheng

ProjectManager



HYDROGEOCHEM,INC.
EnvironmentalTechnology& Engineering 1430 N Sixth Avenue

Tucson, Arizona 8570,5
(602) 623-6981

FAX: (602) 623-6984

January 15, 1991

Dr. June Fabryka-Martin
Mail Stop J-514
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

Dear June:

This letter summarizes the work covered by the enclosed invoice for the months
of October through December, 1990. Work covered by this invoice includes sample
preparation and analyses of stable chlorine isotopes for five samples from the UZ-1
borehole. Results were satisfactory and showed a correlation with the CI/Br ratio.

The attachment to this letter gives the analytical results. Work was also done
developing a column leaching set-up to replace the large volume leaching presently
done in five gallon plastic jugs. Initial results were favorable; future work will focus
on refining the details of the procedure, such as, decreasing the flow rate, reducing the

amount of colloidal material suspended in the leachate, and determining the number
of pore volumes moving through the sample.

Time was spent preparing outlines and draft versions of detailed procedures for

sample preparation and analyses. These will be submitted during the next quarter for
incorporation into Los Alamos National Laboratory's Quality Assurance Program Plan.

We have recently completed the arduous task of taking inventory of all of the

Yucca Mountain samples in our possession. This information will be forthcoming. We
were also audited by Los Alamos National Laboratory in October and spent some time
in preparing for this event.



Supplies needed for the laboratory were purchased, including a mechanical
beam balance for weighing samples, a large hot plate for evaporating sample leachate
down to manageable volumes, and miscellaneous glassware and chemical reagents.

Please let me know if you have any questions concerning the work involved or
the charges covered by this invoice.

Sincerely,

Susan Maida

Enclosure" Invoice #9047-29



Analytical Results

Sample b37Ci, %0 CI/Br

UZ-I, 250-255 0.3 136

UZ-1, 845-850 1.0 212

UZ-1, 1147-1150 0.9 287

duplicate 0.8 287

sea water blind 0.0
0.0

Values of 637C1 are expressed relative to San Diego sea water (SDSW), for which

i b37C1= 0%0. Analytical precision = +_0.18o/oo(2o), based on many analyses of SDSW.



HYDROGEOCHEM,INC.
EnvironmentalTechnology&Engineering 1430 N, Sixth Avenue

Tucson, Arizona 85705
(602_ 623-6981

FAX. (6021 623-6984

August 16, 1990

Dr. June Fabryka-Martin
Mail Stop J-514
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

Dear June:

This letter summarizes the work covered by the enclosed invoice for the months

of May through July, 1990. Work covered by this invoice includes researching relevant

procedures and writing a document to address quality assurance objectives for the
upcoming Sandia site characterization at Frenchman Flats. Travel time to the initial

project meeting in Albuquerque and related costs are included in this invoice.
I

Other work covered by this invoice includes preparation for the first meeting

between you and your colleagues and Hydro Geo Chem. Stan Davis was a consultant
both prior to and during this meeting. Quality assurance work was performed in

preparation for the audit, including a meeting with Terry Morgan. Work continues in
the area of a detailed sample inventory. And lastly, work has begun on refining the

analytical procedures to improve bromide sensitivity.

Please let me know if you have any questions concerning the work involved or

the charges covered by this invoice.

Sincerely,

s

Susan Maida
I,

Enclosure: Invoice #47-27

i
I

!



HYDROGEOCHEM,INC.
EnvironmentalTechnology& Engineering 1430 N, Sixth Avenue

Tucson, Arizona 85705
(602) 623-6981

FAX: (602) 623-6984

March 13, 1990

Dr. Ted Norris, TWS-INC7

Mail Stop J-514
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

Dear Ted:

This letter summarizes the work covered by the enclosed invoice for the months

of January and February, 1990. Work covered by this invoice includes modifying and
refining the chlorine-36 sample preparation process for samples that contain low

chloride content. Two samples were processed using the new technique but were not
analyzed due to the cancellation of the run.

We have rented an individual storage facility and moved all of the Los Alamos
cuttings to that location. The cuttings will be inventoried within the next month or

two. We also had a voltage adjustor made for the purposes of decreasing the output
on the Dionex so it is compatible with the SpectraPhysics integrator. The water

purification system, which was originally to appear on this invoice, will instead be
purchased by us directly, and will not be billed to Los Alamos.

Please let me know if you have any questions concerning the work involved or
charges covered by this invoice.

Sincerely,

Susan Maida

SM/jb
Enclosure: Invoice #47-24 •



HYDROGEOCHEM,INC.
EnvironmentalTechnology& Engineering 1430 N. Sixth Avenue

Tucson, Arizona 85705
(602) 623-6981

FAX: (602) 623-6984

January 15, 1990

Dr. Ted Norris, TWS-INC7
Mail Stop J-514

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

Dear Ted:

This letter summarizes the work covered by the enclosed invoice for the months
of October through December, 1989. Work covered by this invoice includes
preparation of a draft copy of the annual report for the 1989 fiscal year, modification
of our own QA procedures to better comply with I..AaNLQA, and documentation of
previous work in accordance with QA guidelines.

We have also purchased an integrator and a water purification system (which will
appear on the next invoice) for this project in order to improve our analytical
capabilities. Full-scale laboratory operations will begin by the end of this week as
laboratory modification will be finished within the next few days.

Please let me tmow if you have any questions concerning the work involved or
charges covered by this invoice.

Sincerely,

Susan Maida

SM/jb
Enclosure:Invoice#47-24



HYDROGEOCHEM,INC.
EnvironmentalTechnology& Engineering 1430 N. Sixth Avenue

Tucson, Arizona 85705
(602) 623-6981

FAX: (602) 623-6984

20 September 1989

Dr. Ted Norris, TWS-INC7
Mail Stop J-514

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

Dear Ted:

The enclosed invoice covers charges for the month of August, 1989.
Labor charges were for preparation of samples that were sent to the

University of Rochester for CI-36 analyses and for Cl analysis on the

Dionex. We had to rent an integratorseveralmonths ago as our integrator
was sent to the field, thereforethe rental charges.

As you know, SonglinCheng has accepted a teaching position at Wright
State University. We have hired Susan Maida, a hydrologist/geochemist,to
act as projecthydrologistfor the Los Alamos project. Haroldwill continue

to overseethe project. Susan holds a mastersdegree in hydrologyfrom the
University of Arizona. Her master'sthesis involved the distributionof

iodide and halides in the Milk River aquifer,a regional confinedsystem of
great interest to hydrogeochemists. Her experience in chlorine-36

preparationand analysiswill be of significantvalue to our project.

If you have any questionsconcerningthe work covered by this invoice,
please contactAlex Yiannakakisor Harold.

Sincerely,

SherrilK. Bentley

Enclosure: Inv.oice# 47-22



HYDROGEOCHEM,INC.
EnvironmentalTechnology&Engineering 1430 N. Sixth Avenue

Tucson, Arizona 85705
(602) 623-6981

FAX: (602) 623-6984

3 July 1989

Dr. Ted Norris

TWS-INC7,Mail StopJ-514
Los AlamosNationalLaboratory
Los Alamos,New Mexico87545

Dear Ted,

This lettersummarizestheworkcoveredbytheenclosedinvoicesfor the
monthsof May and June,1989. We preparedand analyzednine samplesfor
chlorine-36co'ntentin May. We have analyzed24 UZ-I samples,8 UZN-43
samples,and 10 trench#14samplesforchlorideand bromideanalyses. Each
UZ-I and UZN-43analysisconsistedof fourseparatedsize fractions. We
alsoconductedshatterboxexperimentson UZ-Isamples97-101,250-255,and
295-300and processedthesesamplesfor chlorideand bromideanalyses.

Pleaselet me know if you have questionsregardingeitherthe invoice
or the work performed.

Sincerely,

Songlin Cheng

Enclosures:Invoices47-19and 47-20(copies)



HYDROGEOCHEM,INC.
EnvironmentalTechnology&Engineering 1430 N. Sixth Avenue

Tucson, Arizona 85705
(602) 623-6981

FAX: (602) 623-6984

2 May 1989

Dr. Ted Norris,TWS-INC7
Mail StopJ-514
Los AlamosNationalLaboratory
Los Alamos,New Mexico87545

Dear Ted:

This lettersummarizesthe workcoveredby theenclosedinvoiceforthe
month of April. We completedstep-wisecrushing-leachingfor CI-36the
followingsamples:

UZ-I 250-255 (D)
UZ-1 250-255 (E)
uz.] soo-5o2(3)
UZ-1 1020-1025 (3)
UZ-I 1195-1200(3)

We also leachedthe followingsamplesfor CI-36analysis:

DH-I 17.3-27.3
DH-I 27.3-37.0
AC-2 44.1-54.2
AC-2 92-I06

The aboveninesampleswillbe readyforCI-36countingthismonth. Please
let me know if you have any questionsregardingeitherthe invoiceor the
work performed.

Sincerely,

Songlin Cheng

SC/mel

Enclosure: Invoice#47-18



HYDROGEOCHEM,INC.
EnvironmentalTechno/ogy& Engineering 1430 N. Sixth Avenue

Tucson, Arizona 85705
(602) 623-6981

FAX: (602) 623-6984

17 April1989

Dr. Ted Norris,TWS-INC7
Los AlamosNationalLaboratory
Mail Stop J-514
LosAlamos,N.M. 87545

Dear Ted,

This lettersummarizestheworkcoveredby theenclosedinvoicefor the
monthof March. We havesievedandleachedall25 UZ-Isamplesforchloride
andbromideanalysis.As you know,UZ-Isamples500-502and 1020-1025have
been leachedonce beforefor CI'-36.Thesetwo leachedsampleshave been
driedand pulverizedand are readyto be leachedagainforCI-36.

Enclosedis a copy of theworkplanwe preparedfor the currentfiscal
year. Wewill preparea newworkplanwhenthecurrentworkplanapproaches
the end. Your commentswill be greatlyappreciated.

Pleaselet me know if you havequestionsregardingeitherthe invoice
or the work performed.

Sincerely,

Songlin Cheng

Enclosures:Invoice#47-17

Work Plan3/24/89



HYDROGEOCHEM,INC.
EnvironmentalTechnology&Engineering 1430 N. SixthAvenue

Tucson, Arizona 85705
(602) 623-6981

FAX: (602) 623-6984

30 December 1988

Dr. Ted Norris

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Mail Stop J-514
Los Alamos, N.M. 87545

Dear Ted,

This letter summarizes the work covered by the enclosed invoice for

the month of November, 1988. We prepared three UZN-43 samples and three
UI2G Tunnel samples for chlorine-36 analysis. We also prepared a summary
of analytical results and a sample processing procedure for chlorine-36
analysis. Please let me know if you have any questions regarding either
the invoice or the work performed.

Sincerely,

Songlin Cheng

Enclosures: Invoice #47-14 (copy)



HYDROGEOCHEM,INC.
EnvironmentalTechnology&Engineering 1430 N. Sixth Avenue

Tucson, Arizona 85705
(602) 623-6981

FAX: (602) 623-6984

16November1988

Dr. Ted Norris

Los AlamosNationalLaboratory
TWS-INCT,MS ,I-514
Los Alamos,New Mexico81545

Dear Ted,

This letter.brieflysummarizestheworkcompletedby HydroGeo Chem in
the month of October. I will sendyou I) experimentalproceduresand 2)
summaryof analyticalresultsfor the fiscalyear 1988 (throughOctober
1988)in the next few days.

Duringthe monthof October,we processedsixUSW UZ-I samplesfor CI-
36 analysis,one of them (.250-255')was processedfor step-wiseleaching-
crushingfor a totalof threechlorineextractions.We also preparedtwo
blankNaCl samplesfor CI-36analysis. EightUZ-I sampleswere washed-
crushed-leachedfor studyingthe effectof pulverizationon leachable
chloride. We have improvedourdetectionlimitof bromideto about10 ppb.
We have leachedUZ-I samples(eight)and UI2G tunnelsamples(three)for
Cl/Brratios. UI2G tunnelsampleswillbe processedforCI-36inthemonth
of November.

Pleaselet me know if you have any questionsregardingeitherthis
summaryof work or the enclosedinvoice.

Sincerely yours,

Songlin Cheng

Enclosure: Invoice(copy)



HYDROGEOCHEM,INC.
EnvironmentalTechnology&Engineering 1430 N. SixthAvenue

Tucson, Arizona 85705
(602) 623-6981

FAX: (602) 623-6984

12 October 1988

Dr. Ted Norris, TWS-INC7
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Mail Stop J-514
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

Dear Ted,

The enclosed invoice covers the work performed by Hydro Geo Chem
during the month of September. We analyzed the chloride profile of UZ-I
samples that _s leachable only after crushing the rock powder in a
shatter box. We also prepared UZ-I 97-101 and 250-255 samples for
chlorine-36 analysis.

The technician labor is for designing the cooling system for the
induction furnace. Please call me is you have any questions regarding
this invoice or the work.

Sincerely yours,

Songlin Chen__-_
Project Manager

Enclosure: Invoice (copy)



HYDROGEOCHEM,INC.
EnvironmentalTechnology&Engineering 14,30 N. SixthAvenue

Tucson, Arizona 85705
(602) 623-6981

FAX: (602) 623-6984

12 August 1988

Dr. Ted Norris

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Mail Stop J-514
Los Alamos, N.M. 87545

.

Dear Ted,

This letter summarizes the work covered by the enclosed invoice for

the month of July, 1988. We have concentrated on the UZ-I samples and
have constructed the depth profile of leachable chloride for the original
UZ-I samples listed in your letter dated April 15, 1988. We have also
found that grain size distribution has significant affect on leachable
chloride. In order to establish the grain size-leachable chloride
relationship, we also leached aliquots of UZ-I 250-255' that have been
crushed in a shatter box for time periods between 0.5 and I0 minutes.

We are presently in the process of analyzing these samples.

Sincerely yours,

Songlin Cheng

Enclosure: Invoice (copy)



HYDROGEOCHEMINC.t

EnvironmentalTechnology&Engineering 1430 N. SixthAvenue
Tucson, Arizona 85705

(602) 623-6981
FAX: (602) 623-6984

13 July 1988

Dr. Ted Norris

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Mail Stop J-514, TWS-INC7
Los Alamos, NM 87545

Dear Ted,

Enclosed is our invoice for June, 1988. Work covered by this invoice
includes arranging for the installation of the transformer and phase
converter for the furnace, installation of the Dionex chromatography unit
and standardizing the analytical procedure, and performance of leaching
experiments to standardize the leaching procedure for rock samples. The
power to the furnace should be completed by the middle of this month.
Please give me a call if you have any questions.

Sincerely yours,

Enclosure: Invoice $47-9 (copy)



HYDROGEOCHEM,INC.
EnvironmentalTechnology&Engineering 1430 N Sixth Avenue

Tucson, Arizona 85705
(602) 623-6981

FAX: (602) 623-6984

15 June 1988

Dr. Ted Norri=
'I3f S--INC7, MS 3"-514

Los Ale.Bet National Laboratory
Los Al-,,,os, New Mexico 87545

Dear Ted,

As you can see from the enclosed invoice, the majority of these

charges are associated with equipment purchases (Dionex ion exchange
chromatograph) and installation of the power line for the furnace. As I

discussed recently with Tom Christopherson, the power for the furnace has

gone far over what we were originally quoted. However, due to changes in
design, we expect that the crucible costs will be less, therefore materi-
al charges will be closer to our quote.

Labor charges are mainly associated with meetings, ordering
equipment, and investigation of experimental procedures. Work has start-

ed on water-leaching of the rock samples. Songltn appears to have
developed an interesting procedure to clarify the leach waters (which are

very turbid and difficult to filter). In small scale experiments, the
insertion of a low voltage pair of electrodes clarifies the water remark-
ably quickly. I have not seen a similar procedure described in the

literature. If this technique is original, it might produce a small
technical paper.

We have also gotten the Dionex up and running this month and to date

have run a mall number of chromatogram=. If you have any questions or
suggestions, please don't hesitate to call me.

Yours truly,

Harol d W. Be nt 1 ey

Enclosure: Invoice (copy)



HYDROGEOCHEM,INC.
EnvironmentalTechnology&Engineering 1430 N. Sixth Avenue

Tucson, Arizona 85705
(602) 623-6981

FAX: (602) 623-6984

29 September 1986

Dr. A.E. Norris

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Mail Stop J-4
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

Dear Ted,

The enclosed invoice copy, covering charges for
September, 1986, represents Harold Bentley's trip to
Ohio to visit Ajax Magnethermic Corporation for the
purpose of planning the details of the induction
furnace. Three hours of project management time
connected with planning of the induction furnace is
also charged in this invoice as well as two hours
for quality assurance administration.

Harold or Dan will be happy to answer any questions
concerning the furnace.

Sincerely yours,

Sherril K. B

Enclosure: Invoice copy



HYDROGEOCHEM,INC.
EnvironmentalTechnology&Engineering 1430 N, Sixth Avenue

Tucson, Arizona 85705
(602) 623-6981

FAX: (602) 623-6984

ii September 1986

Dr. A.E. Norris

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Mail Stop J-4

Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

Dear Ted,

This letter summarizes the work completed by Hydro

Geo Chem during the month of August. All labor charges

were for quality assurance and planning. Specifically,
we revised our Quality Assurance Program Plan in accordance

with requests from LANL and prepared for and were involved

with a quality assurance audit conducoted by Ms. Suzann
Dye.

A planning meeting was conducted with Gary Walter,

Dan Ramey, Harold Bentley, and you concerning the status
of the contract, st_work order, and work elements of

the proposed work plan. In addition, we have been planning
some aspects of the induction furnace and have received an

invoice from Ajax Magnethermic Corporation. We are submitting
the invoice for the induction furnace separately.

If you have any questions, please call.

Sincerely yours, .

Dan S. Ramey /

Enclosures: Invoices (2)
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36C1 studies of water movements deep within unsaturated tuffs

A.E. Norris

i_xssA/amos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87543, USA

H.W. Bentley and S. Cheng *

Hydro Geo Chem, Incorporated, 1430 North Sixth Avenue, Tucson, AZ 85705, USA

P.W. Kubik, P. Sharma and H.E. Gove

Nuclear Structure Research Laboratory, University of Rochester. Rochester, N Y 14627, USA

Measurements of _SCIin cuttings from a borehole that was drilled 387 m into unsaturated ruffs indicate the possible detection of
significant radioactive decay of cosmogenic _6CI in two of the samples. However, the _6CI/CI ratio was found to vary with the

amount of pulverization of the cuttings. Work is in progress to separate the _SC1/C! data into cosmogeruc and in situ components.
The cosmogenic component will be used to trace very slow water movements through the unsaturated zone. Bomb pulse " CI was
observed as deep as 153 m, and this identification is not constrained by the problem with pulverization. This work shows the efficacy
of _SC1measurements for detecting modern water movements deep in the unsaturated zone.

I. Introduction water movemen:s in the liquid phase [21.Chlorides have
been deposited on the arid land at Yucca Mountain by

Characterization of water movements in unsaturated winds that have lofted sea spray into the troposphere.
zone tufts at Yucca Mountain, Nevada, is important for Then rainfall and melted snow have dissolved some of

predicting the water-borne transport of radioactive this environmental chloride and transported it into the
nuclides to the accessible environment from a potential unsaturated zone. Some of the chlorine in these chlo-
nuclear waste repository. The information available rides is cosmogenic zCl. The radioactive decay of 36CI,
prior to the start of this study was compiled by Montazer with its 3 x l0 s yr half-life, serves as the timing signal
and Wilson [1]. Data came from laboratory measure- for the rate of water percolation through the un-
ments of effective permeabilities utiliTing cores from saturated tufts. The water need not move downward
Yucca Mountain boreholes and from measurements in uniformly for this measurement to be meaningful. For
boreholes of geothermal heat flux, hydraulic gradients example, a pulse of water could dissolve some chloride,
and effective permeabilities. The data indicated that the carry the solute some distance underground, then

downward flux of water through the potential reposi- evaporate. The nonvolatile chloride will remain where
tory host rock, the moderately to densely welded por- the water deposited it until moved to a different loca-
tion of the Topopah Spring Member of the Paintbrush tion by another pulse of water. The cosmogenic 36C1
Tuff formation, may range from 1 x 10- _ to 0.2 ram/yr, measured in a particular sample may result from multi-
The geothermal heat flux data indicated that the net pie pulses of water over a period of time, in which case
hydrologic flux may be upward because of vapor phase the data would be interpreted in terms of water move-
transport. Measurements of _sCl have been undertaken ment somewhat faster than that of the chloride de-
to supplement the information about water movements posited by the original pulse, but somewhat slower than

in the unsaturated zone derived from conventional tech- that of the solute in the last pulse. The rate of solute
.niques. transport derived from the 36C1 data, even though it

The principle of this study derives from the con- may be an average value, will be useful for calculating
servative properties of chlorides to trace hydrologic " '_ -transport rates for water-borne nuclides such as ToO4

t29
and I-, which are likely to be transported no faster
than the average rate derived from the 6C[ data.

* Current address: Department of Geological Sciences, Wright The goal of the work reported below is to observe a
State University, Dayton, OH 45435, USA. decrease in the 36CI/C! ratio as a function of sample

0168-583X/90/$03.50 © 1990 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland} IV(a). ARCI4AEOLOGY
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.,-..... typically contain 2 ppm CI required the use of - 40
""" ""-, kg of material to obtain a sample containing - 20 mg

..... , CI- for the accelerator mass spectrometry analysis. The

i only dry-drilled borehole from which cuttings in suffi-

, ,,,_,.,,,,s,,_,,,,,, l cient quantity had been saved to permit the start of this i
\ study was USW UZ-1. Its geographical coordinates are• G-Tunnel

, 36°51'N and 116°27'W. Fig. 1 is a map showing the

location of USW UZ-I relative to the proposed reposi-
tory at Yucca Mountain.

The remainder of this the results ofpaper presents
3_C1analyses of samples from USW UZ-1, a discussion
of the dependence of the measured 36C!/C! ratio on the
pulverization of the cuttings, corroborating evidence for
the detection of bomb pulse _C! deep underground,

'_usw uz.1 and an indication of potential applications of the results
Proposed _ y of this study.
Vucce _ _,
Mountain v i
Repository I

:.... 2. Results

_ '_

JI,.... Samples for 36C1analyses were prepared from USW

"_._ UZ-1 cuttings that were collected at nine depths as the
\ borehole was drilled. The cuttings were leached with

" ' chloride.free water, using the same procedure as that
o ,o 2, _ for the 36C1sample preparation in the Yucca Mountain

_"_0"_" infiltration study [3]. The cuttings from seven depthFig,. 1. Map of the Nevada Test Site wuh the locations of
borehole USW UZ-I and G-Tunnel indicated, intervals were sieved into four fractions before leaching.

The sieves had mesh sizes of 35, 60 and 230. The
chloride contents of the tufts were measured in each

depth, where the decrease in the ratio results from the fraction. The results are shown in table 1. The chlorides
radioactive decay of cosmogenic 36C1. The cosmogenic from all four fractions for each depth interval were

36CI/C! ratio at the surface of Yucca Mountain was combined to yield one AgCI sample for 36C1 analysis.
determined to be (519 2: 53) x 10 -I_ in a previously The 36C1/C1 ratios in the nine samples were mea-
published study of infiltration at this site [3]. Obtaining sured at the University of Rochester's accelerator mass
appropriate samples for these analyses has proved to be spectrometry facility, together with a reagent blank, as
a problem. First, the solubility of meteoric chloride in in the previous study [3]. The measured ratios were
water limited the available samples to those from dry- normalized to standards prepared by diluting standard
drilled boreholes. Second, the procedure developed for reference material _4943 from the National Institute of

leaching chloride from tufts at Yucca Mountain that Standards and Technology [4]. The background correc-

Table 1

Results of _CI Analyses of USW UZ-I cuttings

Depth interval mg Cl/kg tuff in -_rCI/C!
below surface sieve fractions ( x 10t_)

[m] > 35 35-60 60-230 < 230

30- 31 28.3 37.7 44.7 55.4 11400+ 360
52- 54 2498-t-198
76- 78 22.6 25.0 25.7 30.5 436+ 25

120-122 390:1:48
150-152 5.2 5.4 5.1 6.9 4032:42
152-153 8.7 10.0 10.3 7.3 2046 2:103
311-312 1.2 2.3 2.3 2.9 245+ 38
364-366 2.6 2.9 2.3 3.0 454 2:61
372-373 3.2 3.9 3.7 5.4 1022:11
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tion was made by using samples prepared from Weeks ever, may be useful for determining the meteoric _'(.'1
Island halite with typical _CI/C! ratios of (0.5 to 2) component in an end-member analysis.
x 10-15 [5]. The results of the 360 analyses are shown
in table 1. The standard deviations listed in the table
are the :t:1o values based only on the 36CI counting 3. Discussion
statistics.

A second set of 36CImeasurements was undertaken The purpose of this work was to obtain evidence
to determine whether the measured 36C!/'C! ratios de- from 36Cidata concerning the percolation flux of water
pend on the size of the particles that are leached. The through the unsaturated tufts at Yucca Mountain. The
cuttings from the 76 to 78 m interval that had been used data in table 1 at the depths of 311 to 312 m and 372 to
for the _SCI/C! measurement shown in table 1 were 373 m indicate the possibility of significant _6C!radio-
washed, dried, pulverized for five minutes in a shatter active decay at these depths. Had the 36C!/Ci ratios
box, then leached again for another _CI analysis. The been similar to the 519 × 10-1_ ratio at the surface,
cuttings from this leaching were washed, dried, further work to develop this technique most likely would
pulverized for an additional five minutes and leached not have been justified.
again, then this sequence was repeated to produce a The ratio observed at 364 to 366 m statistically is the
total of four more AgCI samples from the original same as the 519 x 10-_5 36CI/C! ratio observed at the
cuttings. The results of the 36C!analyses are shown in surface. A brief description of the manner in which
table 2, together with the 3ec1 result from table 1. Fifty USW UZ-1 was drilled and why the drilling was
milligrams of chloride from 36Cl-freeNaCI was added terminated should show that the 36C1ratio measured at
to each of the first two ieachates in this sequence to this interval can represent a valid indication of the
ensure adequate chloride recovery. Th_ pulverization presence of contemporary water (i.e., less than 105 years
was observed to result in the leaching of additional for these _sCl measurements) without invalidating the
chloride from the previously leached cuttings, so carrier results exemplified by the 36C!data from the 311 to 312
was not added to the last two leachates in this sequence, m and the 372 to 373 m intervals. Whitfield [6] has

The data for the 76 to 78 m depth interval in table 2 summarized the stratigraphy and the results of the US
display a strong dependence of the measured _SCI/CI Geological Survey's initial hydrologic measurements at
ratio on the amount of pulverization. The last two USW UZ-1. The information in the rest of this para-
values in this sequence are statistically the same, which graph comes from that reference. Borehole USW UZ-1
indicates that an asymptotic value may have been oh- was drilled through 17.7 m of alluvium and 369 m of
served, densely welded to nonweided and bedded tufts of the

The cuttings from three other depth intervals were Paintbrush Tuff formation. The lithology of the Topo-
ulverized to see how general the dependence of the pall Spring Member, which extends from 78 m to the
CI/C! ratio on pulverization might .be. The data in bottom of the borehole, is relatively simple below 100

table 2 show a decrease following pulverization in each m, with moderately welded tuff to a depth of 221 m and
case, but the decrease is not a constant fraction of the densely welded tuff below 221 m. The first 17.7 m of
original value, even though the pulverization time was USW UZ-I was drilled using 4 573 Iof water. Sufficient
the same in each of these three cases. The data, how- water accumulated at the drill bit so that it interfered

with the drilling operations. A diaphragm pump de-
livered 1514 I of water to the surface, but 3059 1 were

Table2 lost to the formation. The remainder of the hole was

Decreaseof _SC1/C1ratio withpulverizationtime drilled using air to cool the drilling bit. Data from drill

Depth interval Shatterbox Added _SCI/C! %of cuttings and from borehole instrumentation indicated
belowsurface time chloride t x 10_s) original that the water not recovered from the first 17.7 m did
[m] [min1 [mg] ratio not seep below 76 m. The drill hole was planned to

76- 78 0 0 4S6± 25 terminate in the saturated zone, which starts at a depth
5 50 193± 7 44 of 470 m at the USW UZ-1 location. Drilling actually

10 50 91± 4 21 was discontinued at 387 m, where a large volume of
15 0 36± 11 8 water was encountered. The water was found to contain
20 0 252: 5 6 a chemical polymer with a composition identical to that

152-153 0 50 2046±103 used in drilling hole USW G-I, which is located 305 m
3 0 1885±150 92 southeast (downdip) of USW UZ-1. Approximately 8.7

311-312 0 50 245± 38 x 106 ! of polymer drilling fluid was not recovered
3 0 159± 12 65 during the drilling of USW G-I. Whitfield interprets the364-366 0 50 454± 61

dataintermsofa majorfracturezonethatprovideda3 0 340+ 15 75
hydrological connection between the two holes or a

IV(a). ARCHAEOLOGY
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naturally occurring perched-water zone that is con- data contain a few points approximately a factor of two
taminated with the USW G-I driihag polymer, if a or less either above or below the mean elemental con-
major fracture zone does connect the two holes, then tents. There is no evidence for a combination of high
the 36CI data observed at the 364 to 366 m interval may values all at one location that might contribute to a high

indicate that water used to drill USW G-I reached this _'CI/CI ratio from in situ production prcx:esses. Conse-
• ]6

interval, as well as the 387 m depth where USW UZ-I quently, the only reasonable source of the h_gh CI/CI
. _,¢_

was terminated, ratios observed in this work is bomb pulse " CI.
The strong dependence of the measured 36C1/CI The data in table 1 show that bomb pulse :_6CI is

ratio on the amount of pulverization, as shown by the present in cuttings from the intervals at 30 to 31 m, 52
data in table 2, resulted in additional analyses to sep- to 54 m, and 152 to 153 m. The 36CI/CI ratios for these
arate the 36CI/CI ratios shown in table 1 into two three intervals may represent lower limits, because of
components. One component would represent meteoric the dependence of the :;rCI/C! ratio on pulverization,

chloride containing cosmogenic _sCl, while the other which was noted above. Also, bomb pulse _'C! may be
would represent chloride associated with the tuff that present in cuttings from other intervals, but unrecogniz-
included _6CI formed in situ by neutron activation of able in samples with _rCI/CI ratios of 519 x 10-_5 or

35C1. The neutrons necessary for the second component lower. The water that transported the bomb pulse 36C!
are generated in the decay of uranium and thorium from the surface to the depths where the bomb pulse is
series elements in the tufts, both from spontaneous observed in cuttings collected in 1983 must have been
fission and from (a, n) reactions on light elements that younger than 30 years.

are present in trace quantities [2]. The pathways by which the 36C1 bomb pulse was
The last two 36C1/C1 ratios shown in table 2 for the transported to the locations where it is observed should

76 to 78 m depth interval may represent the end mem- be determined to help understand water flow in un-
ber for the in situ component, if they prove to be saturated tufts. Our previous work near this location [3]
asymptotic values. Bromide concentrations in many showed a _6C1 bomb pulse profile that reached a maxi-
samples of cuttings were measured to determine whether mum about 0.5 m below the surface, with no evidence

the Cl/Br ratio could be used with the _CI/C! ratio to for the bomb pulse below 2 m. Observation of the bomb

identify the meteoric and the in situ members in each pulse at significantly greater depths at the USW UZ-1
sample. The CI/Br ratio for the meteoric component location could have resulted from the use of water to

appeared to be ~ 130, and the ratio for the in situ drill the first 17.7 m. The water used for this drilling
component appeared to be - 500. However, no con- came from well J-13. A sample of water from well J-13
sistent pattern for the meteoric component has been was collected around the time of the drilling operations
obtained with the data currently available, and analyzed for _sCl. The 36C1/C1 ratio was measured

The unanticipated finding in this work is the ob- to be (531 + 41) x 10-15. Thus, the drilling water could_s
servation of bomb pulse CI at a depth as great as 153 have washed the bomb pulse down from the alluvium
m. The origin of the bomb pulse is global fallout from near the surface. However, the large volume of water
high-yield nuclear device testing between 1952 and 1962 that was used (4 573 !) had practically no contact with

that caused 3SC1 in seawater to be activated with neu- the top two meters of alluvium. It is more likely that
trons and subsequently injected into the stratosphere, this volume of water would tend to dilute any entrained
The characteristic that permits a 36C1/C! ratio to be bomb pulse to undetectable levels. The absence of a

identified as originating from the bomb pulse is a value distinct 36C1 bomb pulse at three mtervals above that at
significantly greater than the 519 × 10-_ cosmogenic 152 to 153 m, including the interval at 150 to 152 m,
ratio. Ratios of 36C1/C1 higher than the cosmogenic indicates that lateral water flow is involved in the

ratio were observed in saline waters from the Stripa transport of the bomb pulse, but some downward flow

mine in Sweden [7], but these were explained on the is possible. The profile of the bomb pulse below 153 m
basis of in situ neutron irradiation of 3_C1. The Yucca could not be determined, because the next interval

Mountain tufts cannot reasonably be expected to gener- where cuttings were available was at 183 m. If lateral

ate high 36C!/C! ratios, as at Stripa, because concentra- water flow did transport the 36CI bomb pulse to the
tions of chlorine, thorium and uranium are not high and locations where it has been detected, then cuttings from
these trace elements appear to be distributed relatively a borehole drilled without water at a location updip
homogeneously. The geochemical gradients reported by from USW UZ-I also should show the presence of the
two laboratories [8,9], based on measurements of sam- bomb pulse deep in the unsaturated zone.

pies from 166 locations, show chlorine generally below Recently reported analyses of tritium performed by
neutron activation analysis detection limits of -100 the US Geological Survey [10l support the interpreta-
ppm (except in the USW G-I interval between 402 and tion of the _6Ci data in terms of lateral water flow. The
424 m), thorium contents of 20.8 + 5.3 ppm and uranium tritium was measured in moisture from cores collected
contents of 3.7 + 1.1 ppm. The thorium and uranium at two Yucca Mountain locations, UE-25 UZ_4 and
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UE-25 UZ¢:5. High tritium values, indicating the pres- tufts. The G-Tunnel data are insufficient to define the
ence of modern water, were found to decrease rapidly to transport path or paths to the kx:ation where the bomb

a low value at 10 to 12 m in UE-25 UZ_:4. Then spikes pulse is observed. The two lowest _'f.:l/CI ratios are
of high tritium were observed at 25 m and at 46 to 50 m significantly lower than the cosmogenic ratio. They
in this same borehole and at 28 m and at 34 m in UE-25 provide additional evidence that the radioactive decay

UZ_5. The tritium spikes were taken to indicate recent of cosmogenic 3¢'Cimay serve to trace the percolation of
water movement in fractures or bedded units in the water through unsaturated zones over long times.
unsaturated tufts at Yucca Mountain. Another observa-

tion from this work is that pulses of water penetrate

only to a depth of - 10 m. Additional work in which 4. Applications
tritium and bomb pulse 36C1 were measured at the same

depths in the same hole would provide incontrovertible The determination of the meteoric component of the
evidence for the presence of modem water. 36Ci/C! ratio in unsaturated zone water flow, if accom-

Additional evidence has been obtained for the pres- plished successfully, combined with the observation of
ence of bomb pulse _sCl deep in unsaturated tufts, the _sCl bomb pulse deep within the unsaturated zone,
Cuttings from dry drilling operations conducted in the
Nevada Test Site's G-Tunnel, located -45 km north- offers the potential for discriminating between matrix

flow and fracture flow in a complex hydrologic regime.
east of Yucca Mountain (see fig. 1) were analyzed for

This information is important for calculating the future
36C!. The results are shown in table 3. The horizontal
distances shown in the table are relative to a vertical performance of a nuclear waste repository located in the

unsaturated zone.

fault visible in the welded, unsaturated Grouse Canyon The unambiguous identification of bomb pulse 36CI
tuff in a drift near some of the drilling. The fault is not

deep underground establishes a new technique for de-
thought to go to the surface, which is some 400 m tecting where modem water has flowed in hydrologic
overhead. The first two 3_C1measurements with cuttings studies of unsaturated zones. The most likely pathways
from G-Tunnel were undertaken wi.th the expectation for such flow is through faults and fractures. Evidence
that the _CI/C1 ratios would be significantly less than for the presence of modern water wherever it occurs in
519 × 10 -_5. Observation of the 36C1bomb pulse in one the unsaturated zone is important not only for studies
of the two samples was a complete surprise. Additional

pertaining to high-level nuclear waste disposal, such as
measurements have confirmed the presence of the bomb this one, but also for low-level nuclear waste and

pulse, as is evident in table 3. The high _CI values hazardous waste sites, which frequently are underlain
appear to be nearly symmetric in a northeast-southwest by unsaturated zones. Measurements of tritium in con-

plane that is centered around the fault near borehole junction with bomb pulse a6C!
DH-1. Additional drilling was planned to define the are desirable for identify-

ing the presence of modem water deep within un-
36C1 bomb pulse in three dimensions, but the US De- saturated media.
partment of Energy closed G.Tunnel to all further work
in December, 1989, before this additional drilling could
be started. These G-Tunnel data confirm the observa-

tions from the USW UZ-1 cuttings that the 36C! bomb 5. Summary
pulse can be detected deep within unsaturated zone

The original purpose of this work was to determine
fluxes of water percolating through unsaturated zone
tufts as traced by the radioactive decay of 36C1. The
USW UZ-1 data indicate that the decay of cosmogenic

Table 3 36C! may have been detected, but the observed depen-

Results of "_Ci analyses of G-Tunnel cuttings dence of the measured 36Ci/C! ratios in cuttings on the
Sample Distance Direction _CI/Ci amount of pulverization requires additional work to

from fault from fault (× 10z_) separate the meteoric component of the 36CI/C1 ratio
lml from the in situ ratio.

AC-2 70.9-73.9 northeast 306± 22 The unexpected finding in this work was the ob-
AC-2 55.0-57.6 northeast 845± 76 servation of bomb pulse "_"Ci as deep as 152 to 153 m
DH-1 5.3 southwest 1539± 101 below the ground surface. The absence of recognizable
DH-I 5.3 southwest 1964+ 75 bomb pulse 36Ci between 250 and 500 m is interpreted
DH-2 7.8 southwest 1709± 70 as evidence for lateral water flow, in accord with the

AC-I 43.1-44.8 southwest 1243± 87 interpretation provided by the US Gee, logical Survey ofAC-! 44.8-47.4 southwest 3044 ± 360
tritium data from two nearby boreholes. ConfirmationAC-I 56.0-58.3 southwest 412± 18
that the U'C! bomb pulse can be detected deep under-

IV(a). ARCHAEOL()GY
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SAMPLE DEPTH VOLUME WEIGHT DESCRIPTION

(FT) ON:)) (LBS)

UZ-1 72-79 727.1 29 cuttings, fist sized pieces (8"x3"),originallywere waxed
UZ-1 72-74 727.1 39 40% cuttings, 60% sand
UZ-1 72-79 1661.9 80+ 50% cuttings, 50% grittysilt
UZ-1 97-101 311.6 17 90% cuttings (1"-3"),10%sand
UZ-1 97-101 207.7 27 5 waxed samples (4"-6")
UZ-1 9%101 1038.7 55 60% cuttings, 40_ sand
UZ-1 250-255 727.1 37 gritty silt, lid cracked duringopening
UZ-1 250-252 779.0 41 gritty silt, "debrisfrom junk basket"
UZ-1 295-300 1921.5 80+ 90% dark sand, 10% gravel
UZ-1 34%350 1921.5 80+ 95% verygritty silt, 5% gravel
UZ-1 350-352 467.4 37 30% cuttings, 70% silt, top of container shattered
UZ-1 350-352 675.1 54 30% cuttings, 70% gritty silt, "top portion of core in junk basket"
UZ-1 395-406 363.5 40 sandy silt
UZ-1 445-450 1973.5 80+ 95% very gritty silt, 5% gravel
UZ-1 495-500 1765.7 80+ gritty silt' top of container split but waxed shut
UZ-1 500-502 ..... 18 several fist sized rocks

UZ-1 545-550 1973.5 80+ 95% very grittysilt, 5% gravel
UZ-1 595-599 1765.7 80+ gritty silt
UZ-1 695-700 1973.5 80+ grittysilt with some gravel, top of container split
UZ-1 7L5-720 830.9 53 gritty sand
UZ-1 795-800 1973-5 80+ gritty silt
UZ-1 830-835 727.1 57 gritty silt, bottom of container broken

U Z-1 845-850 1661.9 80+ gritty silt
UZ-1 895-900 1973.5 80+ gritty silt
UZ-1 920-925 779.0 55 sandy silt
UZ-1 945-950 1817.7 80+ gritty silt
UZ-1 995-1000 1038.7 65 gritty silt' 80% in bags of about 10 lbs. each

UZ-1 995-1000 20773 80+ gritty silt, 80% in bags of about 10 Ibs. each

UZ-1 1020-1025 51.9 10 gritty silt
UZ-1 1020-1025 830.9 67 gritty silt
UZ-1 1045-1050 1713.8 80+ gritty silt

UZ-1 1095-1100 882.9 73 gritty silt

UZ-1 1095-1100 1090.6 75 gritty Silt
UZ-1 1147-1156: 1765.7 80+ gritty silt, top of container split but waxed shut
UZ-1 1170-1175 830.9 52 gritty silt
UZ-1 1195-1200 4153 41 gritty silt
UZ-1 1220-1225 207.7 26 gritty silt
UZ-1 1245-1250 1973.5 80+ gritty silt' "bulkcuttings"
UZ-1 1258-1260 623.2 49 70% cuttings, 30% sand
UZ-1 unknown 311.6 22 80% gritty silt with one large cutting
UZ-1 unknown 1246.4 66 gritty silt

UZ,-1 unknown 1765.7 80+ very grittysilt
UZ-1 unknown 1973.5 80 + gritty silt
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SAMPLE DEPTH VOLUME WEIGHT DESCRIPTION

(FT) (IN3) (LBS)

UZ-6 50 381.7 28 95% sand and gravel
UZ-6 100 339.3 53 60% sand and gravel, 40% very gritty silt
UZ-6 150 339.3 27 95% sand and gravel
UZ-6 200 424.1 27 rock cuttings, 30% gravel, 70% sand
U7_,-6 250 367.6 29 sandy silt
UZ-6 300 367.6 28 25% sand, 75% gritty silt
UZ-6 350 311.0 24 very gritty silt, 1% gravel

UZ-6 400 197.9 11 40% sand and gravel, 60% very gritty silt
UZ-6 455 339.3 24 very gritty silt, 1% gravel
UZ-6 500 395.8 28 10% gravel, 40% sand, 50% very gritty silt
UZ-6 550 325.1 24 verygrittysilt,20% sand

UZ-6 600 353.4 22 sandy silt

UZ-6 650 381.7 26 verygritty silt, 10% sand and pebbles

UZ-6 700 480.6 27 gritty sandy silt, 10% sand
UZ-6 750 367.6 25 gritty silt
UZ-6 800 311.0 21 gritty silt
UZ-6 850 339.3 25 40% sand,60% grittysilt

UZ-6 900 353.4 26 80% gritty silt, 20% sand and gravel
UZ-6 950 353.4 26 80% gritty silt, 20% sand and gravel

UZ-6 1000 367.6 25 80% gritty silt, 20% sand and gravel
UZ-6 1050 367.6 28 80% gritty silt, 20% sand and gravel

UZ-6 1100 339.3 23 gritty silt

UZ-6 1150 381.7 27 gritty silt, 10% sand
UZ-6 1200 395.8 25 gritty silt

UZ-6 1250 325.1 24 gritty sandysilt, 10 % sand
UZ-6 1300 311.0 22 very gritty silt

UZ-6 1350 339.3 22 very gritty silt
UZ-6 1400 367.6 25 very gritty silt, 1% gravel

UZ-6 1450 311.0 21 95% very grittysilt, 5% sand and gravel
UZ-6 1500 367.6 29 gritty silt, 1% sand
UZ-6 1550 339.3 21 gritty silt

UZ-6 1600 367.6 22 gritty silt
UZ-6 1650 353.4 23 gritty silt

UZ-6 1700 339.3 21 gritty silt

UZ-6 1750 339.3 22 gritty silt
UZ-6 1800 339.3 24 very gritty silt

UZ-6 1850 325.1 20 gritty silt, 1% sand
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SAMPLE DATE COLLECTED DEPTH (FT) WEIGHT (LBS) DESCRIPTION

SB1 10-30-89, 11:27 50 2.5 core

SB1 10-30-89, 13:25 65 3 core

SB1 10-30-89, 13:18 70 3 core

SB1 10-31-89, 09:01 80 2 sand

SB 1 10-31-89, 09:29 85 2.5 sand

SB1 10-31-89, 10:48 95 2 core

SB2 10-30-89 15 1

SB2 10-30-89 20 1

SB2 10-30-89 25 1

SB2 10-30-89 27.5 1

SB3 10-31-89, 15:01 10 2 small clods

SB4 11-01-89, 08:30 10 2.5 core

SB4 11-01-89, 08:52 20 2 sand

SB4 11-01-89, 09:06 25 1.5 sand and clods

SB4 11-01-89, 09:20 30 2 core

SB5 11-01-89, 11:01 10 2 core

SB5 11-01-89, 11:26 15 2 sand

SB5 11-01-89, 11:38 20 1 clods

SB6 11-01-89, 13:26 20 1.5 clods
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SAMPLE DEPTH (FT) WEIGHT (LBS) DESCRIPTION

SR2 55-60 3.5 pebbles and sand

SR2 60-65 3.5 pebbles and sand

SR2 60-65 3 pebbles and sand

SR2 65-70 3.5 pebbles and sand

SR2 70-75 1 pebbles and sand
SR2 75-80 1 clods

SR2 80-85 3 pebbles and sand

SR2 85-90 3.5 pebbles and sand

SR2 90-95 3 pebbles and sand

SR2 95-105 1 pebbles and sand

SR2 100-105 1 sandy clods
SR2 105-110 1 clods

SR2 110-115 1 clods

SR2 115-120 1 clods

SR5 55-60 4

SR5 60-65 4

SR5 50-55 4

SR5 65-70 4

SR5 70-75 4

SR5 75-80 4

SR5 80-85 4

SR5 85-90 4.5

SR5 90-95 4

SR5 95-99 3.5

SR5 99-103 4

KBRG 100-105 2 sandy clods

KBRG 105-110 2 sandy clods

KBRG 1103"-110'6" 1 brown clods

KBRG 110'9"-111' 1 white and tan sand

KBRG 110-115 1.5 sandy clods

KBRG 123-130 1.5 sand and pebbles

KBMW2 30'9"-31' 1 orange tan small pebbles
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SAMPLE DEPTH (FT) WEIGHT (LBS) DESCRIPTION

NW1 0-5 3 brown sand

NW1 5-10 3 sand, gravel and small stones
NWl 25-30 3 brown sand

NW1 30-35 3 brown gravel
NWl 35-40 3 brown sand

N-Wl 40-45 2.5 clay clods

NW1 45-50 3.5 brown sand and pebbles

NW1 50-55 3 sand and gravel (bag broken)
NWl 55-60 4 one brown clod

NW1 60-65 3 tan sand and pebbles

NWl 70-75 3 tan sand and pebbles

NW1 75-80 3 tan sand and pebbles

NW1 120-125 3 sand and clods

NW3 0-5 3

NW3 5-10 3

NW3 10-15 3

NW3 75-80 6

NW3 80-85 3

NW3 85-90 3

NW3 90-95 3

NW3 100-105 3

NW3 105-110 3

NW3 110-115 3

NW3 115-120 3.5

NW3 120-125 3

NW3 120-131.5 3

NW3 125-129 3
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SAMPLE DEPTH (FT) WEIGHT (LBS) SAMPLE DEPTH (FT) WEIGHT (LBS)

NW4 0-5 I Wl 0-5 3

NW4 0-5 2 Wl 5-10 3

NW4 5-10 3 Wl I0-15 3

N3_4 5-I0 3 Wl 15-20 3

NW4 I0-15 3 Wl 15-20 3.5

NW4 10-15 3 Wl 20-25 3

NW4 15-20 3.5 Wl 25-30 4

NW4 15-20 4 Wl 30-35 4

NW4 20-25 4.5 Wl 35-40 3

NW4 20-25 3 Wl 40-45 3

NW4 25-30 : 3 Wl 45-50 4

NW4 25-30 3.5 Wl 50-55 4.5

NW4 30-35 3 Wl 55-60 4

NW4 30-35 3 Wl 60-65 4

NW4 35-40 4 Wl 65-70 4

NW4 35-40 3.5 W1 70-75 4

NW4 40-45 4 W1 75-80 4

NW4 45-50 5 W1 80-85 3

NW4 50-55 3 W1 85-90 4

NW4 55-60 4.5 Wl 90-95 4

NW4 60-.65 5 Wl 95-10 4

NW4 60-65 5 Wl 100-105 4

NW4 65-70 3 Wl 105-110 4

NW4 65-70 4

NW4 70-75 3 W2 0-5 4

NW4 70-75 4 W2 5-10 3.5

NW4 75-80 3 W2 10-15 4

NW4 80-85 3 W2 15-20 3.5

NW4 80-85 4.5 W2 20-25 4

NW4 85-90 3.5 W2 25-30 3.5

NW4 85-90 6 W2 30-35 4

NW4 90-95 3 W2 35-40 3.5

NW4 90-95 4 W2 40-45 4

NW4 95-100 4.5 W2 45-50 3.5

NW4 100-105 4 W2 50-55 3

NW4 100-105 3.5 W2 55-60 4
NW4 105-110 4 W2 80-85 4

NW4 110-115 4.5 W2 85-90 4

NW4 115-120 4.5 W2 90-95 4.5

NW4 120-125 4.5
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SAMPLE DEPTH (FT) WEIGHT (LBS) DESCRIPTION

NW5 60-65 5 sand and pebbles

NW5 65-70 6 sand, gravel, and stones
NW5 75-80 5 sand, gravel, and stones

NW5 75-80 6 sand, gravel, and stones

NW5 80-85 5 sand, gravel, and stones

NW5 85-90 4 sand, gravel, and pebbles
NW5 90-95 5 sand, gravel, and stonesclods

NW5 95-100 6 sand and pebbles
NW5 100-105 5 tan clods

FD2 0-5 1 very fine sand

FD2 5-10 1.5 fine sand with pebbles

FD2 10-15 1.5 fine sandy soil

FD2 15-20 1.5 fine sandy soil

FD2 20-25 1 brown sandy soil

FD2 25-30 1.5 damp, sandy soil
FD2 30-35 1.5 medium sand

FD2 35-40 2 coarse sand

FD2 40-45 2 coarse sand with pebbles
FD2 45-50 1.5 medium coarse sand with stones

FD2 50-55 1.5 medium sand

FD2 55-60 1 coarse sand

FD2 60-65 1.5 damp, coarse sand
FD2 65-70 1.5 damp, coarse sand
FD2 70-75 3
FD2 75-80 4

FD2 80-85 4

FD2 85-90 3.5

FD2 90-95 3
FD2 95-100 4

FD2 100-105 4

FD2 105-110 4

FD2 110-115 4
FD2 115-120 4
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SAMPLE DEPTH (FT) WEIGHT (LBS) SAMPLE DEPTH (FT) WEIGHT (LBS)

LE2 0-5 3.5 SR4 0-5 4.5

LE2 5-10 3.5 SR4 5-10 4.5

LE2 10-15 4 SR4 10-15 6

LE2 15-20 4 SR4 15-20 4

LE2 20-25 3.5 SR4 20-25 6

LE2 25-30 4 SR4 25-30 6

LE2 30-35 4.5 SR4 30-35 5.5

LE2 35-40 4 SR4 35-40 4

LE2 40-45 4 SR4 40-45 5

LE2 45-50 3 SR4 45-50 4.5

LE2 50-55 3 SR4 50-55 4.5

LE2 55-60 3.5 SR4 55-60 4

LE2 60-65 3.5 SR4 60-65 5

LE2 65-70 4 SR4 70-75 4

LE2 70-75 2.5 SR4 75-80 4

LE2 75-80 2 SR4 80-85 4

LE2 85-90 4 SR4 85-90 4

LE2 90-95 1 SR4 90-95 5

LE2 95-100 2 SR4 95-100 4.5

LE2 100-105 4 SR4 100-105 4

SR4 105-110 3

LE3 50-90 10

LE3 50-90 2 SR5 0-5 3.5

LE3 90-95 4.5 SR5 5-10 4

LE3 95-100 4 SR5 10-15 4

LE3 100-105 4 SR5 15-20 4

LE3 105-110 4 SR5 20-25 4

LE3 110-115 4 SR5 25-30 4.5

LE3 115-120 4 SR5 30-35 4

LE3 120-125 4 SR5 35-40 4

LE3 125-130 3.5 SR5 40-45 4.5

LE3 130-135 3.5 SR5 45-50 3

SR5 50-55 4
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SAMPLE DEPTH (FT) WEIGHT (LBS) DESCRIPTION

AC1, run #1 7 U12G Tunnel

AC1, run #4-6 35 U12G Tunnel

AC1, run #7 35 U12G Tunnel

AC1, run #14-15 55 U12G Tunnel

AC1, run #16-17 27 U12G Tunnel

AC2, run # 5-7 65 U12G Tunnel

AC2, run # 8-12 50 U12G Tunnel

AC2, run #13-16 70 U12G Tunnel

AC2, run #17-18 50 U12G Tunnel

AC2, run #19-20 44.2-54.2 25 U12G Tunnel

AC2, run #19-20 27 U12G Tunnel

AC2, run #25-26 65 U12G Tunnel

AC2, run #27-31 65 U12G Tunnel

AC2, run #32-37 65 U12G Tunnel

AC2, run #38-40 22 U 12G Tunnel

AC2, run #38-40 92.0-106.0 27 U12G Tunnel

AC2, run #41-44 65 U12G Tunnel

AC2, run #45-50 70 U12G Tunnel

AC2, run #55-457 55 U12G Tunnel

DH1, run # 5-6 17.3-27.3 45 U12G Tunnel

DH1, run # 7-9 27.3-37.0 53 U12G Tunnel

DH2, run # 7-8 20-25 31 U12G Tunnel

DH3, run #2-3 0-10.8 65 U12G Tunnel

DH3, run #4 10.8-15.8 10 U12G Tunnel

DH3, run #5 28 U12G Tunnel

_ m
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